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ABSTRACT
The goal of this research project is to develop mathematical constitutive models to predict
the stable mechanical behaviour of elastomeric materials for non-uniform and/or
multiaxial deformation conditions at low or medium strain (<100%) and with a low strain
rate.

This study required a series of characterization tests for elastomers

in standard

deformations modes. These experimental data were used to fit the standard MooneyRivlin strain energy function. A series of characterization tests for a silicone elastomer
were completed at U B C and correlated to material characterization data provided by
Ballard Power Systems, Inc. The experimental data showed that material response
changes with the maximum strain experienced and deformation mode. The material
constants in the Mooney-Rivlin strain energy function were fitted by regression analysis
according to the results of the characterization tests. For each individual strain level and
deformation mode, the resulting material constants are unique.

A constitutive model was developed by applying the standard Mooney-Rivlin constitutive
model with novel techniques incorporating the maximum strain experienced and the
deformation mode. The techniques are a non-uniform strain and a strain partitioning
technique. The non-uniform strain technique was expected to give better results for a
component experiencing non-uniform strain conditions. The strain partitioning technique
eliminates the need of determining the deformation mode before an analysis. Together,
these techniques were expected to provide more realistic deformation predictions for
elastomeric materials experiencing non-uniform and multiaxial deformation.

Two mechanical tests were designed to provide the data necessary to validate the nonuniform strain and strain partitioning techniques. The first test, a tapered dogbone sample,
exhibited varying amounts of uniaxial tension deformation within the gauge-length area,
when stretched. The second test, a cross

sample, exhibited varying multiaxial

deformations when loaded in two perpendicular directions with different amounts of

ii

displacements. The predictions from the mechanical models incorporating the proposed
constitutive models as an input agree with experimental data in these two tests, which
validates the applicability of the proposed techniques.

These techniques will aid in

understanding the stable response of elastomeric materials used for seals in fuel cells.
Developing an improved understanding of the deformation response will help in
predicting seal integrity and improve the overall reliability of P E M fuel cells.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

1

1.1

INTRODUCTION

PROPERTIES OF ELASTOMERS

The term "elastomer" is employed when referring to materials having rubber-like
properties. The original elastomer was natural rubber obtained in the form of latex from
the tree Hevea Braziliensis . Elastomers are polymers consisting of interlinked, long
1

chain, flexible macromolecules. Frequently, elastomers are used where toughness or
resistance to impact is desired or where elasticity during stretching and recoil are needed.
An elastomer can be stretched to many times its original length and will return to its
original shape without permanent deformation. The typical applications of elastomers
include: tires, mounts and bumpers for vibration and shock prevention, roof and tank
linings, curing bladders, soft feed rolls for copiers , automotive engine and transmission
seals, gaskets and O-rings weather strips, etc .
2

This investigation is focused on elastomers used in sealing applications, specifically a
candidate silicone seal material for use in fuel cells produced by Ballard Power Systems
Inc, where the operational strain is generally low or medium," usually lower than 100%
nominal strain. The silicone elastomer has repeating units of silicon and oxygen as shown
in Figure 1-1. X and X' may be hydrogen atoms or groups such as methyl (CH3-) or
phenyl (C6H -) . Silicone based elastomers are resistant to high temperature extremes,
5

chemical attack and oxidation which contribute to silicone's attractiveness for the seal
applications.
X
I
I
a

Figure 1-1 Basic repeating structural unit for a silicone elastomer

1
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1.2

USE OF ELASTOMERS

IN FUEL

CELLS

Fuel cells are electrochemical devices that convert chemical energy directly into electrical
energy, without combustion as an intermediate step . The first practical fuel cell was
4

developed by a Welsh scientist Willian Grove . In 1839, he discovered that electricity and
4

water were produced by mixing hydrogen and oxygen in the presence of an electrolyte.
But fuel cells did not see practical application until 1959, when a practical five-kilowatt
fuel cell stack was demonstrated by Bacon . Since then, constant development has led to
4

fuel cells being used in a wide variety of applications.

It should be noted that Canada is one of the world's leading countries in research and
development of fuel cell systems. Ballard Power Systems Inc, based in Burnaby, B.C.,
specializes in research and development of polymer electrolyte membrane (PEM) fuel
cells for a diverse range of applications, including buses, cars, and power back-up
systems for residential and industrial use. Creating electricity by combining hydrogen and
oxygen taken from the air, P E M fuel cells require a membrane, including a catalyst and
diffusion media which are layered between two conductive plates. Figure 1-2 shows the
structure of a typical fuel cell.

Figure 1-2 A typical P E M fuel cell

2

5
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In P E M fuel cells, hydrogen is channelled to the anode (which in practice is a thin layer
of catalyst on the M E A surface) and oxygen is channelled to the cathode (which is on the
other side of the M E A surface). At the anode, hydrogen is split into protons and
negatively charged electrons. The membrane allows only protons to pass through it to the
cathode, where water is formed as the product. Electrons travel to the cathode via an
external circuit, creating an electrical current . Typically P E M fuel cells operate at a
6

temperature of 80°C and a gas pressure of 0.285MPa nominally, and a range of 0.1 to 1.0
MPa .
5

Hydrogen is a difficult gas to store and contain. Fuel leakage could be extremely
dangerous if hydrogen pools around potential sources of ignition. Consequently, seals are
a critical component of fuel cells because they separate the gas streams (fuel and exhaust)
and prevent venting of gas to the environment. Their performance affects the lifetime of a
fuel cell and is an important factor in commercializing fuel cells.

One of the challenges facing fuel cell designs is predicting seal integrity under long-term
cyclic operational conditions. Since the deformation behavior of elastomeric materials is
very complex, this long term goal must be preceded by an initial goal to understand the
stable (or equilibrium) response of seals to mechanical loading, where time dependence is
not considered. Once the basic deformation behaviour is understood, the time-dependent
response of seal materials to mechanical loading can be considered. Finally the
mechanism of seal mechanical failure should be investigated. In this investigation, the
equilibrium response of seal materials to mechanical loadings is studied as the initial step
towards the long term goal.

3
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2

LITERATURE

REVIEW

Mechanical deformation of elastomers under arbitrary loading conditions is complicated
by the fact that loading variables such as deformation mode, maximum strain experienced,
number of loading cycles at a strain level, relaxation, strain rate and temperature will
affect the overall elastomer behaviour. A review of the literature relevant to the
mechanical deformation of elastomeric materials is presented in this chapter, followed by
constitutive material models pertinent to the material deformation.

2.1

MECHANICAL

DEFORMATION

BEHA VIOUR

In order to characterize constitutive properties of elastomeric materials, usually several
simple standard tests are performed. The constitutive material properties obtained from
these simple characterization tests are extrapolated to more complicated cases. In this
section, the basic behaviour of elastomer materials in standard tests is presented and
followed by a discussion of the effects of specific loading variables.

2.1.1 Basic Behaviour ofElastom eric Material
It is often impractical or impossible to characterize an elastomeric material under loading
conditions which are identical to those experienced during operation. Instead, the material
response is typically characterized via a small number of simple mechanical tests. There
are four standard test configurations for elastomeric material behaviour characterization:
> Uniaxial test
> Equibiaxial test
> Planar test
> Volumetric test
Each of these tests can be run in tension or compression as shown in Figure 2-1. For
incompressible elastomers, the basic tests are simple tension, equibiaxial tension and
planar tension . Usually data from these three tests are combined to characterize the
7

elastomeric material behaviour.

4
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Figure 2-1 Schematic illustrations of deformation modes

7

In Figure 2 - 1 , the principal stretches, A,, A , and A , are the ratios of current length to
2

3
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original length in the principal directions of a material sample. The principal stretches are
related to the nominal principal strains, s , by
i

/t,. = l + e, i = l , 2 , 3

Eq 2-1

In the three standard tests, elastomeric materials exhibit hyperelastic material behaviour,
which refers to large, fully recoverable elastic deformation. When loaded, shown in
Figure 2-2, elastomeric materials exhibit large elastic deformations and a nonlinear
stress-strain relationship as. The impact of deformation mode on elastomeric material
response is also shown in Figure 2-2. At the same strain level, an elastomeric material
will show the highest stress in the equibiaxial tension test, followed by planar tension and
uniaxial tension.
2.6

r-

CL

m
CO

Ui
CD

cn
c
LU

0.2

0.4
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0.8

1.0

Engineering Strain
Figure 2-2 Typical elastomer stress-strain data sets under different deformation modes

8

2.1.2 Effects of Loading Variables
The effects of loading variables on elastomeric material behaviour are discussed in this
section. These effects must be considered in order to construct general constitutive
models for elastomeric materials valid for specific deformation states.

6
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2.1.2.1

Multi-Cycle Behaviour

The stress-strain curves demonstrated in Figure 2-2 are examples of stable material
behaviour. Under cyclic loading, the stress-strain response of elastomeric materials
evolves as a function of the number of cycles. A stable behaviour is eventually achieved
after a number of loading cycles, i.e. loading a sample to a particular strain level followed
by complete unloading to zero stress several times. The properties of elastomers change
significantly during the first several repetitions. This behaviour is commonly referred to
as the Mullins effect . As an elastomeric material is loaded and unloaded, the cycle to
9

sion="8.0">EndNote</source-app><rec-number>4</rec-number><ref-type
name-'Electronic

Journal">43</ref-type><contributors><authors><author><style

face="normal"

font="default"

size="100%">Mikko

Mikkola</style></author></authors></contributors><titles><terial

response. Figure 2-3

demonstrates a typical multi-cycle behaviour, where a filled natural rubber is strained to
40% strain
Simple Tension
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Figure 2-3 Cyclic Loading of Filled Natural Rubber

8

There is no unanimous explanation of the physical causes of the Mullins effect in
elastomeric materials. Mullins and Tobin

10

assumed that the material consists of two

phases, soft and hard. During deformation, hard regions are broken down and

7
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transformed into soft regions. However, they did not provide a physical interpretation for
this reasoning. The physical justification for the two phase assumption was discussed by
Johnson and Beatty . They suggested that the hard phase could be interpreted as clusters
11

of

molecular chains held together by short chain segments, entanglements or

intermolecular forces. As the material is deformed, chains are pulled from clusters and
hard regions are transformed into soft regions.

2.1.2.2 Temperature
Temperature affects molecular motion and therefore affects the mechanical behaviour of
elastomers. Elastomeric material responses at different temperatures can be dramatically
different. The stress-strain behaviour for an elastomeric material, commonly used in an
automotive power train, experiencing the same uniaxial loading sequence at two different
temperatures is shown in Figure 2-5. At 23 "C, the material exhibits a typical elastomeric
material response. However, at -40°C, this material stops behaving like an elastomer as it
experiences localized plastic straining and shows virtually no recovery.
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Figure 2-4 Temperature effects on repeat loading data
2.1.2.3

12

Time-dependent Behaviour

For an elastomeric

material, complicated molecular rearrangements underlie any

macroscopic mechanical deformation . Rearrangements on a local scale are relatively
13

8
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rapid and on a long range scale very slow. The stress-strain behavior of elastomeric
materials is strongly dependent on time. The time dependence results in numerous
experimentally observed phenomena. The hysteresis during cyclic loading shown in
Figure 2-3 is an example. Stress relaxation and rate-dependence are also observed in
experimental investigations as time-dependent behaviours.

When an elastomeric material sample is stretched to a particular strain and the
deformation is held, the stress will decrease with time, which is called stress relaxation.
This response is described as viscoelastic decay. Figure 2-5 shows a group of stress-time
data sets showing the change in stress over time for a series of silicone samples at
different strain levels in uniaxial tension. The equilibrium stress at each strain level,
shown in the insert graph of Figure 2-5, is defined by the final relaxed stress level. An
equilibrium stress-strain curve can be developed from the viscoelastic decay data.
Usually the equilibrium material response is desirable to characterize stable material
response independent of time.

•*
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Figure 2-5 Building an equilibrium stress-strain curve from viscoelastic decay data at multiple
strain levels
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Elastomeric materials exhibit strain rate sensitivity which can be related to a time-

9
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dependent behaviour. Figure 2-6 shows the effect of strain rate on a rubber experiencing
simple shear deformation. Higher strain rates limit the time for molecular motion,
resulting in higher forces for a given strain and larger hysteresis loops. The magnitude of
the hysteresis loop strongly depends on strain rate .
14
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Figure 2-6 Strain rate effects on an elastomer

2.2

CONSTITUTIVE

MODELS

OF

15

ELASTOMERIC

MATERIAL

DEFORMATION
The stress-strain behavior of elastomeric materials is strongly dependent on time.
However, few models attempt to quantify the time-dependence perhaps due to the
complex nature of this behaviour. Most proposed models are equilibrium models,
corresponding to equilibrium material response at infinitely slow loading rate . Though
16

equilibrium material response is related to infinitely slow loading rate, in practice slow
loading rate is used to obtain equilibrium material behaviour.

10
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As elastomeric materials exhibit highly nonlinear behaviour, the application of Hooke's
law is inappropriate. Instead, equilibrium elastomeric material behaviour is typically
characterized by energy based constitutive models. Most equilibrium constitutive models
for elastomeric materials are described in terms of a "strain energy function", W, which
defines the strain energy stored in the material per unit of reference volume (volume in
the initial configuration) . The equilibrium constitutive models can be classified into two
7

categories : statistical and phenomenological constitutive models.
17

Usually the constitutive models are expressed using the principal stretches, which can be
obtained from the principal strains. Given a general strain tensor, the principal strains are
the three eigenvalues of the strain tensor.

2.2.1 Statistical Constitutive Models
This group of constitutive models was developed by considering the physics of the
elastomer network . First, conformations of a single polymer chain are determined; then,
1

the behaviour of the whole network is derived using statistical methods. If only moderate
extensions are involved, Gaussian statistics is sufficient. But for the higher range of
extensions this method is inadequate as the distance between the two ends of the chain
approaches the fully extended length, and a more elaborate non-Gaussian statistics should
be used.

2.2.1.1

Gaussian Statistics

Considering only moderate extensions, it is assumed that an elastomer consists of
randomly-oriented long molecular chains. The chains have n links of equal length /. The
distance r between the ends of the chain is not comparable with the maximum or fully
extended length of the chain nl (i.e. r«nl).

Then, based on Gaussian statistics ,
1

distribution of r is given by P(r):

Eq 2-2

P(r) = (4b /x~ )r exp(-b r )
3

where b

2

2

2

=3/2«/

2

2

2

11
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Considering the general case of a homogeneous strain applied to an assembly of ./V chains,
W, is derived from the change in configurational entropy, which is related to the
distribution of r.

W = ^ NkT(A

2

+ A + A] - 3)

Eq 2-3

2

2

where k is Boltzmann's constant (1.38xl0" J K" ) and T is absolute temperature.
23

1

Once the form of the strain energy function is determined, the stress-strain correlations
can be found. For an incompressible material, the principal true stress, cr. , can be derived
by differentiating with respect to the principal stretch, A :
i

dW

<? =A — + P
i

i

*=1,2,3

Eq2-4

CM,,-

where p is the pressure determined by satisfying boundary conditions. The corresponding
nominal stress is given by

fi=T i

'-1.2,3

G

2.2.1.2

Eq2-5

Non-Gaussian Statistics

In the Gaussian statistics, chains are assumed to be randomly-oriented. However, this
assumption is not valid for networks experiencing large extensions or with short chains.
For these cases, a non-Gaussian statistics becomes essential. The non-Gaussian statistics
takes into account the finite extensibility of the network. The solution of this method was
first investigated in the 1940's . For a single chain, the distribution P(r) of an end-to-end
1

distance r irrespective of direction in space is obtained:

r

B
P(r) = Am Qxp(cons tan t - n(— J3 + l n — - — ) )
nl
sinh jB

Eq 2-6

2

where P is equal to SP (—). The inverse Langevin function, <B (—), is defined as
nl
nl
A

A

follows:
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nl

Eq 2-7

p

In order to relate the individual chain statistics to a network, it is necessary to define the
network structure. The simplest is the three-chain network structure ' shown in Figure
1

18

2-7. The network structure of the three-chain constitutive model does not provide a
cooperative deformation as the three chains are independent. A more realistic network
structure is the four-chain structure ' . In this structure, four chains are linked from a
1

19

common junction point as shown in Figure 2-8. The tetrahedron deforms more
cooperatively as the chains stretch and rotate with the imposed deformation on the
tetrahedron. Unfortunately, the change of structural entropy in this network must be
calculated using an iterative numerical method to satisfy equilibrium. Thus, there is not a
simple expression to define the strain energy function.

*trx
Figure 2-7 Network structure of three-chain constitutive model in undeformed state, uniaxial
state, and equibiaxial tension

17

Figure 2-8 Network structure of four-chain constitutive model in undeformed state, uniaxial
state, and equibiaxial tension

17

More recently, an eight chain network structure was developed

1 7

' . As demonstrated in
2 0

Figure 2-9, the eight chains are linked at the center of a cubic cell. The interior junction
point remains at the centroid during deformation and the stretch of each chain is the root
13
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mean-square of the applied stretches. This structure deforms cooperatively and symmetry
results in a very simple expression for the strain energy function:

W = NkTjn[f3 A
chain

cham

+

.{*T

)]

Eq 2-8

chain

where
i

i
Kham ~ (~(^1

+ ^2 +

^3))

Figure 2-9 Network structure of eight-chain constitutive model in undeformed state, uniaxial
state, and equibiaxial tension

17

The theoretical nominal stress-stretch correlations given by the Gaussian statistics and the
non-Gaussian eight-chain statistics are compared with uniaxial tension experimental data
in Figure 2-10. The Gaussian statistics gives acceptable agreement with the experimental
data only at low strains. The eight-chain model provides a much better representation of
the experimental data, capturing the S-shape of the actual stress-stretch behaviour over
the entire test range.

14
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Figure 2-10 Comparison of the nominal stress-stretch correlations of the Gaussian constitutive
model and the non-Gaussian eight-chain constitutive model to uniaxial experimental data ' '

1 7

The use of these statistical constitutive models reduces the number of relevant material
parameters because of their physical foundations, but their mathematical derivations are
very complicated. Though the constitutive models based on the non-Gaussian statistics
give a satisfactory representation of the experimental data compared with the Gaussian
constitutive model, they have an inherent drawback in their use of the inverse Langevin
function in the strain energy function expression. The function, 3?(—)
nl

, may be

expanded in series form to give :
1

r
= 3(-l)

297 r
+ — ( - )
5 nl
175 nl'
5

+

+

^(^-)
875 nl

7

Eq 2-9

When strains approach the limiting extension of the network, i.e. r approaching nl, the
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higher order terms in Equation 2-9 can not be omitted. With increasing strain,
computation expense increases rapidly owing to the number of terms necessary to
describe the behaviour adequately.

2.2.2 Phenomenological Constitutive Models
Phenomenological constitutive models are developed with experimental observations and
phenomenological considerations. These constitutive models are both mathematically
simple and quite efficient. Most phenomenological constitutive models ' "
1

21

26

assume that

the material is isotropic and that a strain energy, W, can be defined of the form:
W = f(I ,I ,I ),
l

2

Eq2-10

3

where Ij, I and I3 are the strain invariants defined as:
2

/ , = /lj + A

2

+ A3

1 = /I] A

,

2

2

For an incompressible
as I = A
2

2
l

+A

+A

2
2

2
2

+A A +A
2

3

, Zj A] A
=

3

2

material, I3 is equal to

A3 .

1, thus h

can be rewritten

.

In theory, the strain energy function may be any one of a number of possible
mathematical functions .
1

Several forms for the strain energy function of elastomeric

materials have been proposed since 1940. One general representation proposed by
Rivlin is given by:
27

W=f C„{I -3)'(I -3)

Eq2-ll

J

l

t

2

where C are material constants. When only the first term is retained, this general
i}

expression is referred to as the neo-Hookean constitutive model:
fF = C ( / , - 3 )

Eq2-12

10

It should be noted that the neo-Hookean constitutive model is equivalent to the Gaussian
constitutive model expressed as Equation 2-3 where C , = \ NkT.
0
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Mooney

23

developed a constitutive model commonly referred to as the Mooney-Rivlin

constitutive model by using two terms in the general Rivlin expression.
^ =C

1 0

(/ -3)+ C
1

0 1

(/ -3)

Eq2-13

2

The Mooney-Rivlin constitutive model has been extensively applied in studies of
elastomer deformation. A comparison of Mooney-Rivlin constitutive model predictions
and experimental data for an elastomer in uniaxial tension is shown in Figure 2-11. Up to
200% stretch, the Mooney-Rivlin prediction provides a good agreement with the
experimental data. While the Gaussian prediction, as shown in Figure 2-10 for the same
material, is good only up to 150% stretch. However, for higher strains, this constitutive
model fails in representing the S-shape constitutive behaviour exhibited by most
elastomers.
*

Uniaxial tension
o
o

5•

o

Measured

D

Mooney-Rivlin

o

Sireteh

Figure 2-11 Comparison of the nominal stress-stretch correlations of the Mooney-Rivlin
constitutive model and experimental data for an elastomer in uniaxial tension
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One drawback of the Mooney-Rivlin constitutive model is the resulting constant shear
26

modulus. Yeoh

developed a higher order strain energy function with a shear modulus

that varies with deformation. This model is referred as the Yeoh constitutive model:

17
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W = C (7, - 3) + C
l 0

(/, - 3) + C (7, - 3)
2

2 0

3

Eq 2-14

3 0

Taking the Yeoh constitutive model, the shear modulus decreases with increasing strain at
small strains, while it increases with increasing strain at higher strains. Compared with
the neo-Hookean and Mooney-Rivlin constitutive models, this constitutive model is
applicable over a wide range of strains.

Gent proposed another strain energy function form based on 7/, which has the following
21

expression:

W = -^JJn(\-(JJJ ))
o

Eq2-15

m

where Ji=Ii-3 and J is a maximum value of J/. This form empirically includes the effect
m

of the maximum strain that a network molecular chain can undergo, which makes it
suitable for use over a large range of strains. If the natural logarithm term in the Gent
constitutive model is expanded , the Gent constitutive model is transformed into a form
17

of the Rivlin expression:

f [(/, -3) + ^ - ( / , - 3 )
m
0

l

2

+-^(7,-3Y

J

+

...

3J

+

—-1—
(n + \)J

(7, - 3 ) -

m

m

Equation 2-16 also shows that this form has a similar drawback as the inverse Langevin
function: excessive terms.

Instead of being a function of the stretch invariants, some strain energy function forms
were developed in terms of principal stretches ' . Ogden proposed a specific form of
2 4

2 5

24

strain energy function:

W = Y — ( A f + A f + A f - 3)

where pi and a
n

n

Eq 2-17

are material constants.

The Ogden constitutive model also captures the nonlinear behaviour at high strains and
can be applied to a wide strain range.
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Most of the constitutive models reviewed are available to be used in commercially
available finite element analysis codes, for example, ABAQUS^. Utilizing the finite
element codes as a platform, these models can be applied to solve problems involving
complex geometry and loading conditions.

Among all constitutive models reviewed, the eight-chain constitutive model is the most
predictive. The Mooney-Rivlin constitutive model is quite popular in industrial use. The
Mooney-Rivlin constitutive model has a much simpler form and provides satisfactory
predictions for elastomeric materials at low or medium strain level.

2.2.3 Other Considerations for Constitutive Models
2.2.3.1

Compressibility

All the strain energy functions mentioned previously are based on the assumption that
elastomeric

materials

are incompressible.

In reality, these materials

are nearly

incompressible. In cases where the material is highly confined, the compressibility must
be modeled correctly to obtain accurate results. Constitutive models have been proposed
to include the effects of compressibility in order to provide more accurate deformation
representations. One approach that has been proposed is to divide the strain energy
function into two separate parts, a deviatoric part and a hydrostatic part. The resulting
strain energy function is:

+ W (J)

W=W (T„T )
D

2

where 7, and 7
7, = J~ I ,
2N

X

Eq2-18

H

2

are invariants of the deviatoric principal stretches, J is the volume ratio,

I = J~ I .
4/3

2

2

One possible expression for WH is given b y

H=fJ^r(J-V

W

2 8

Eq2-19

where 7), are material constant.

ABAQUS is a registered trademark of Hibbitt, Karlsson & Sorensen, Inc.
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2.2.3.2

Mullins Effect and Time-dependence

Though the mechanical behavior of elastomeric materials is known to be rate-dependent
and to exhibit Mullins effect upon cyclic loading, few attempts have been made to
quantify these aspects of response.

Recently Marckmann et al.

proposed a model incorporating the Mullins effect by

modifying the eight-chain constitutive material model. The Mullins effect has to be
considered in specific cases such as the prediction of fatigue life in elastomeric parts, for
example, automotive engine mounts. Their work assumes that the Mullins effect is a
consequence of the inter-chain link breakage inside the material. The accuracy of the
resulting constitutive equation was demonstrated with cyclic uniaxial experiments as
shown in Figure 2-12. Other researchers have also developed purely phenomenological
constitutive models without physical interpretations for the Mullins effect ' .
30

31

Figure 2-12 Comparison between nominal stress - stretch (J]/ - A;) predictions and experimental
data for a natural rubber under cyclic uniaxial tension
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Bergstrom and Boyce

16, 32, 33

developed a time-dependent model to capture hysteresis

upon cyclic loading. Their model decomposed the mechanical behaviour into two parts:
an equilibrium network corresponding to the equilibrium state and a second network
capturing the non-linear rate-dependent deviation from the equilibrium state. The timedependence of the second network is assumed to be governed by the repetitive motion of
molecules having the ability to significantly change conformation and thereby relaxing
the overall stress state. Figure 2-13 shows their model predictions for filled rubber in
uniaxial compression.
-4

0 E*pnihiwiTi1 QttR (Unbi rete^O.CM/f)

Eipcxtmeottl Dttt (rtnin ttttt^OJO02/i)
Ptedktod RetpoMe New BB-model

Figure 2-13 Comparison between predictions and experimental data for a Chloroprene rubber
with 15 vol% carbon black under cyclic uniaxial compression at different strain rates
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2.2.3.3

Model Stability

In order to evaluate the phenomenological models, it should be ensured that the material
constants in these models result in physically realistic and stable responses in all
deformation states. A stable material must satisfy Drucker's stability postulates : "1) the
34

work done by the external agency during the application of the added set of forces on the
changes in displacements it produces is positive, and 2) the net work performed by the
external agency over the cycle of application and removal of the added set of forces and
the changes in displacements it produces is nonnegative." The Drucker stability criterion
requires that the Hessian matrix of the strain energy function be positive definite. The
21
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components of the Hessian matrix can be written as:
dw
2

HUH =
1

Eq 2-20

dr dp

For the general Rivlin strain energy form, one judicious choice would be to choose all
positive coefficients

for the stable constants '
17

3 5

. The constants in the statistical

mechanics models are unconditionally stable.

2.3

SUMMARY

Mechanical deformation of elastomers under arbitrary loading conditions is complicated
by the fact that loading variables such as deformation mode, maximum strain experienced,
number of loading cycles at a strain level, relaxation, strain rate and temperature will
affect the overall elastomer behaviour.

Most constitutive models for elastomeric materials are equilibrium models and are based
on a strain energy function. These models can be classified into two categories: statistical
constitutive models and phenomenological constitutive models.

Statistical constitutive

models reduce the number of relevant material parameters because of their physical
foundations, but their mathematical derivations are very complicated. Phenomenological
constitutive models provide another option. These constitutive models are developed
based on experimental observations and phenomenological considerations. They are both
mathematically simple and quite efficient.

Though loading variables affect the behaviours of elastomeric materials, only a few
constitutive models incorporate loading variable as parameters. Most of these models are
developed by modifying a particular form of basic constitutive model, usually the eightchain constitutive model ' ' ' , so they have complicated forms. It is always difficult
to utilize these constitutive models to commercial finite element codes. Therefore, their
capability to solve problems with complex geometry and non-standard strain state is
restricted.
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3

3.1

SCOPE

AND

SCOPE OF THE RESEARCH

OBJECTIVES

PROJECT

The goal of this research project is to develop mathematical constitutive models to predict
the stabilized mechanical behaviour of elastomeric materials in non-uniform and/or
multiaxial (i.e. none of the three standard types) deformation at low or medium strains
(<100%). When these models are incorporated in a mechanical model as an input, they
improve its accuracy and adaptability in non-uniform and/or multiaxial deformations.
These constitutive models will aid in understanding the stable response of seal materials
used in fuel cells.

To achieve this goal, the commercial finite element software package, A B A Q U S , is used
as a platform for predicting mechanical behaviour of an elastomeric material. The
nonlinear solution capabilities

and well documented user-defined

subroutines in

A B A Q U S make it well suited to solve non-linear mechanical problems. A B A Q U S also
provides a specific module and user-subroutine interface for modeling properties of
elastomeric materials.

The prediction of the mechanical deformation of a component under operational loading
conditions requires first determining the constitutive material behaviour for use as a
model input. The constitutive stress-strain behaviour of elastomers is nonlinear and
sensitive to loading variables. Usually the constitutive material behaviour is defined
through the use of a strain energy function. A B A Q U S provides several standard strain
energy functions to describe the hyperelastic properties of elastomers. However, none of
these standard strain energy functions provide a means to alter the constitutive stressstrain behaviour according to the maximum strain or the deformation mode present
during an analysis. This limitation poses an issue for the use of these constitutive models
in applications exhibiting non-uniform and/or multiaxial deformations. By utilizing the
user-defined-subroutine interface in A B A Q U S , a constitutive model was developed using
a novel way to take into account the maximum strain and the deformation mode. The
Mooney-Rivlin strain energy function was chosen for use in this investigation as it has a
23
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very simple form, gives acceptable results at moderate strains and is currently in use at
Ballard. It should be noted that this methodology could be used to modify any of the
standard strain energy functions.

Characterization tests were performed at U B C and correlated to material characterization
data supplied by Ballard to provide experimental data for determining the material
constants in the Mooney-Rivlin strain energy function. For verification of the model
predictions, two material tests were designed and employed to demonstrate non-uniform
and multiaxial deformation. Mechanical models were constructed for the two components
using the proposed constitutive model as an input and were compared with the
experimental data.

3.2

OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH

PROJECT

The overall research objective of this research project is to develop, and verify
constitutive models capable of predicting stable mechanical response of elastomers under
non-uniform and multiaxial strain at moderate strains.

To satisfy this overall objective, the following sub-objectives were identified:
>

To determine, experimentally, the stress - strain behaviour in simple deformation
modes, including uniaxial tension, equibiaxial tension, and planar tension.

>

To fit the standard Mooney-Rivlin strain energy function to the experimental stress strain pairs by regression analysis.

>

To develop constitutive models by modifying the standard Mooney-Rivlin strain
energy function with novel techniques to describe non-uniform and/or multiaxial
strain state.

>

To develop mechanical models for two sample elastomer components, using the
proposed constitutive models, as an input in an A B A Q U S finite element analysis.

>

To measure the experimental load and deformation characteristics of the elastomer
components being designed for comparison with mechanical model predictions.
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4

ELASTOMER

CHARACTERIZATION

A set of characterization data was provided by Ballard Power Systems Inc. for a
candidate seal material, silicone elastomer. The data included experimental results for a
complete set of elastomer characterization tests (uniaxial tension, equibiaxial tension and
planar tension). The batch of material used for these tests is designated Lot A.

In addition to providing the characterization test data, Ballard also provided sheets of
silicone elastomer to make samples for on-site experimental measurements conducted at
U B C . However, the elastomer sheets provided by Ballard were taken from a different
batch of material, designated Lot B. Uniaxial tension tests were conducted with this
material to examine whether the silicone from Lot B had similar properties to the silicone
from Lot A . Unfortunately, it was not possible to perform equibiaxial tension or planar
tension tests at U B C .

All these tests were conducted with a low strain rate and the material response was
considered to be the equilibrium response. In the following sections, the measured
material responses for the material characterization tests provided by Ballard are
summarized. The procedure to characterize a standard Mooney-Rivlin constitutive model
is summarized for the Ballard data. Then, the on-site characterization tests for the new
silicone (Lot B) are presented followed by constitutive model fitting from experimental
data.

4.1

INDUSTRIAL EXPERIMENTAL

MEASUREMENT

Data of three characterization tests for silicone from Lot A was provided by Ballard
including uniaxial tension, equibiaxial tension and planar tension. These tests were
performed with low strain rates at room temperature.

4.1.1 Uniaxial Tension
The Ballard uniaxial tension tests were performed on an Instron material testing machine.
Crosshead load was recorded as reaction force and a video extensometer was used to
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measure sample deformation. The measured crosshead load and displacement were
converted to nominal stress and nominal strain for output. A n example of setup of a
uniaxial tension test is shown in Figure 4-1.

Figure 4-1 Example of a uniaxial tension experiment setup

In the Ballard uniaxial tension tests, samples were deformed with a series of
displacements corresponding to strains of 20%, 40%, 60%, 80%, 100% and 200%. At
each strain level, samples were loaded to the particular strain followed by complete
unloading to zero stress five times. The sample was then taken to a new higher strain
level. A total of three samples were tested, each of which experienced incrementally
increasing strain from 20% up to 200%.

The cyclic behaviour of a sample loaded to 20% and 40% strains for five repetitions is
shown in Figure 4-2. As discussed in Chapter 2, the material response changes
significantly during the first several loading cycles that the material experiences, which is
known as the Mullins effect . The fifth loading curve at each strain level was taken as
36

the stable response for the strain level. The stable stress-strain curves for each strain level
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tested are presented in Figure 4-3. The test set up and permanent (and/or viscoelastic)
deformation resulted in stress and strain offsets in the unloaded state. The raw data was
shifted by subtracting the stress and strain offsets to give actual stress - strain behaviour
in Figure 4-3.
0.25
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Nominal Strain

Figure 4-3 Stable stress-strain curves for different strain levels in the Ballard uniaxial tension
tests
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Figure 4-3

shows that the material response changes with the maximum strain

experienced by the sample. Loading to higher strain levels induces more softening in the
material response.

The stress strain curve is highly nonlinear at high strains,

demonstrating the characteristic S-shape.

4.1.2 Equibiaxial Tension
The testing procedure for the equibiaxial tension tests was similar to that for uniaxial
tension. Nominal stress and nominal strain were calculated from force and displacement
measurements and recorded as output. Strain levels of 10%, 20%, 40%, 60%, 80% and
100% were used for these tests. Three samples were tested, each of which experienced
the entire series of strain levels. However, for each strain level, the loading and unloading
cycles were repeated ten times instead of five times. The tenth loading curve at each
strain level was taken as the stable response for the strain level. An example of an
equibiaxial tension setup is shown in Figure 4-4. Similar to the procedure used with the
uniaxial tension data, the stress and strain were corrected by subtracting the remaining
stress and strain offset from the raw data. The shifted stable loading curves for each strain
level are given in Figure 4-5.

Figure 4-4 Example of an equibiaxial tension experiment setup

1
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Nominal Strain

Figure 4-5 Stable loading curves for different strain levels in the Ballard equibiaxial tension tests
As shown in Figure 4-5, straining the sample to a higher strain level induced softening.
Once a sample was conditioned to a higher strain level, its behaviour changed and never
went back to the previous stage. The S-shape of stress-strain curve was not very distinct
here, considering the maximum strain was only 100%.

4.1.3 Planar Tension
An example of a planar tension test setup is shown in Figure 4-6. The testing procedure
for the planar tension tests was also similar to that for uniaxial tension. Nominal stress

and nominal strain were calculated from force and displacement measurements and
recorded as output. The samples were tested at a series of strain levels, including 20%,
40%>, 60%, 80%), 100%) and 200%. Four samples were tested, each of which experienced
the entire strain series. For each strain level, the loading and unloading cycles were
repeated five times. The fifth loading curves were taken as the stable behaviour. By
subtracting the remaining stress and strain offset, stable stress-strain correlations for each
strain level were extracted and are given in Figure 4-7.
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Figure 4-6 Example of a planar tension experiment setup'
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Figure 4-7 Stable loading curves for different strain levels in Ballard planar tension tests
Figure 4-7 demonstrates similar material response trends to those shown in Figures 4-3
and 4-5: straining the sample to a higher strain level induced irreversible changes in
material behaviour. The stress-strain correlation was nonlinear.
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4.1.4 Material Constant Evaluation for Industrial Characterization Tests
Assuming the expected in-service straining of an elastomer seal is in the low to medium
strain range (<100%), a material constitutive model using the Mooney-Rivlin strain
energy formulation should provide an adequate representation of the material response.
Constants in the Mooney-Rivlin constitutive model can be evaluated using the measured
nominal stress-strain data. As discussed in Chapter 2, material response changes with the
maximum strain experienced and the deformation mode. In order to investigate the
impact of these effects, material constants were evaluated separately for each strain level
and deformation mode. The material constant evaluation procedure incorporated the
experimental results from each of the samples tested at each loading condition. The
material constants were determined using a least-square fitting procedure. In order to
ensure model stability

17,35

, the material constants were constrained to be positive values.

The commercial data analysis package Origin 6.0 (Microcal Software Inc.) was used to
complete the data fitting.

4.1.4.1

Material Constant Evaluation for Uniaxial Tension

Recalling Equations 2-4 and 2-5 in Chapter 2, based on the Mooney-Rivlin constitutive
model, the stress - strain relationship for uniaxial tension can be expressed as:
fu = 2(1-A- MuC +C )

Eq4-1

3

l0

0l

where A is the stretch in the loading direction. The nominal uniaxial strain is defined
u

by s

v

= X -1 , f
u

u

is the nominal uniaxial stress and C

1 0

and C

0 ]

are the material

constants that must be determined.

The measured nominal stress - strain pairs were used with Equation 4-1 to derive
material constants, C , and C , for the Mooney-Rivlin constitutive model in the uniaxial
0

0 1

tension loading mode. Table 4-1 gives the resulting constants for the different strain
levels.
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Table 4-1 Mooney-Rivlin material constants for the Ballard uniaxial tension tests at different
strain levels
Strain Level

C

0.2

3.50E-16

0.1533

0.9951

0.4

0.0386

0.1062

0.9936

0.6

0.0691

0.0653

0.9950

0.8

0.0914

0.0332

0.9914

1

0.1090

0.0049

0.9888

2

0.1192

4.92E-17

0.8873

10

C

(MPa)

01

(MPa)

R

2

As expected, Table 4-1 shows that the material constants change with strain level. As
discussed earlier, material behavior changes with the maximum strain experienced. C ,
increases with increasing strain level, while C

0 1

0

decreases with increasing strain level. In

order to evaluate the comparative importance of the material constants, the strain energy
component W for each term has been calculated as
tJ

Eq4-2

W =C, (I -3y(I -3y
y

J

l

2

The ratios of strain energy components W to the total strain energy W in uniaxial
j}

tension test are compared in Table 4-2. As shown In Table 4-2, for the uniaxial tension
tests, the strain energy component, Woi, plays an important role in the Mooney-Rivlin
constitutive model at low strain levels (<60%). When strain is increased above this level,
Wio became a predominant factor.
Table 4-2 Comparison of the comparative importance of strain energy components (Ballard
uniaxial tension)
Strain Level

W IW

WJW

0.2

2.58E-15

1

0.4

0.3130

0.6870

0.6

0.5922

0.4078

0.8

0.8039

0.1961

1.0

0.9726

0.0274

2.0

1

1.93E-16

W
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The material constants, determined by least-square fit, can be used to evaluate the stressstrain response using Equation 4-2. Figure 4-8 gives a comparison between measured and
estimated stress-strain correlations. As shown in Figure 4-8, at low or medium strain
levels (<100%), the Mooney-Rivlin constitutive model response gives an acceptable
representation of the measured data. At higher levels, the constitutive model response
shows a large deviation from the measured data. A constitutive model using a higher
order polynomial strain energy form or another advanced form may give a better
representation. Since this research programme is focused on a low or medium strain
deformation application, the Mooney - Rivlin constitutive model will provide satisfactory
accuracy and its simplicity is preferable for industrial use.
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Figure 4-8 Comparison of measured stress - strain correlations and calculations with the
Mooney-Rivlin constitutive model for Ballard uniaxial tension tests at different strain levels
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4.1.4.2 Material Constant Evaluation for Equibiaxial Tension
Recalling Equations 2-4 and 2-5 in Chapter 2, based on the Mooney-Rivlin constitutive
model, the stress - strain relationship for equibiaxial tension can be expressed as:

f =i{x
B

- v

B

where A

B

5

x c

Eq 4

1

0

3

is the stretch in the two perpendicular loading directions, the nominal

equibiaxial strain is defined as s

B

= X -1. f
B

B

is nominal equibiaxial stress.

Following a similar procedure to that used with the uniaxial tensile data, the measured
nominal stress - strain pairs for the equibiaxial tests were used with Equation 4-3 to
determine the Mooney-Rivlin material constants, C

1 0

and C , . Table 4-3 gives the
0

resulting constants for the different strain levels. Similar to the uniaxial tension constant
data, Table 4-3 shows that material constants change with strain level in equibiaxial
tension. Generally speaking, C , decreases with increasing strain level, while C
0

0 I

increases with increasing strain level. This trend is different from that discussed in the
uniaxial tension tests.
Table 4-3 Mooney-Rivlin material constants for the Ballard equibiaxial tension tests at different
strain levels

Strain level

C

0.1

0.1544

5.84E-16

0.9836

0.2

0.1467

6.55E-16

0.9839

0.4

0.1360

1.00E-18

0.9863

0.6

0.1165

0.0095

0.9850

0.8

0.0985

0.0165

0.9834

1.0

0.0970

0.0176

0.9911

1 0

(MPa)

C

0 1

(MPa)

R

2

Following a similar procedure to that used with the uniaxial constant data, the ratios of
strain energy components W to the total strain energy W for different strain levels in
{j

equibiaxial tension test are compared to evaluate the comparative importance of material
constants in Table 4-4.
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Table 4-4

Comparison of the comparative importance of strain energy components (Ballard

equibiaxial tension)

Strain Level

W IW

WJW

0.1

1

4.30E-15

0.2

1

5.70E-15

0.4

1

1.16E-17

0.6

0.8658

0.1342

0.8

0.7241

0.2759

1

0.6743

0.3257

W

Unlike in uniaxial tension, Table 4-4 shows for the equibiaxial tension test, the strain
energy component WJO is always predominant for all strain levels. This comparison also
shows that Ww begins to have an impact at higher strains and based on this trend, may be
significant at high strain levels.

Once material constants are determined by least-square fit, the stress-strain response can
be calculated using Equation 4-3. Figure 4-9 shows a comparison between the measured
and calculated stress-strain correlations. For equibiaxial tension, the Mooney-Rivlin
constitutive model calculations give an acceptable representation of the measured data at
low and medium strain levels (<100%).
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Figure 4-9

Comparison of measured stress -

strain correlations and calculations with

the

Mooney-Rivlin constitutive model for Ballard equibiaxial tension tests at different strain levels

4.1.4.3

Material Constant Evaluation for Planar Tension

Recalling Equations 2-4 and 2-5 in Chapter 2, based on the Mooney-Rivlin constitutive
model, the stress - strain relationship for planar tension can be expressed as:
/ =2(^-A - )(C +C
3

S

S

I 0

0 1

)

Eq4-4

where X is the stretch in the loading direction, the nominal planar strain is defined by
s

s

s

= X - I and f
s

B

is the nominal planar stress.

Considering the format of Equation 4-4, employing a similar procedure to that used with
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the uniaxial tensile data and the equibiaxial tensile data does not give independent C ,
and C , values. Instead, the sum of C
0

1 0

and C

0 1

0

may be calculated. Table 4-5 gives the

resulting combined constants for the different strain levels. In planar tension, Table 4-5
indicates that the material constants show little change with strain level. The sum of C
and C

0 1

1 0

decreases slightly with increasing strain level.

Table 4-5 M o o n e y - R i v l i n material constants for the B a l l a r d planar tension tests of at different
strain levels

Strain level

C +C

0.2

0.1318

0.9054

0.4

0.1165

0.9664

0.6

0.1120

0.9732

0.8

0.1086

0.9857

1.0

0.1074

0.9893

2.0

0.1118

0.9061

1 0

0 1

(MPa)

Once material constants are determined using the

R

2

least-square

fit,

stress-strain

correlations can be calculated taking Equation 4-4. A comparison between measured and
calculated stress-strain correlations is given in Figure 4-10. For planar tension, the
Mooney-Rivlin constitutive model evaluations gives an acceptable representation of the
measured data at low or medium strain level (<100%). However, at higher strain levels,
the material shows a highly nonlinear response which is not described by the MooneyRivlin constitutive model.
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Figure 4-10 Comparison of measured stress - strain correlations and calculations with the
Mooney-Rivlin constitutive model for Ballard planar tension tests at different strain levels

Material constants evaluated for different testing conditions are compared in Figure 4-11
for the silicone tested by Ballard. The material constants obtained for the three different
loading modes show dependencies on testing conditions, including deformation modes
and loading history.
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Figure 4-11 Material constants evaluated for different testing conditions for the silicone tested
by Ballard

4.2 ON-SITE EXPERIMENTAL

MEASUREMENTS

Uniaxial tension tests were conducted at U B C , using samples cut from silicone sheets
(Lot B) provided by Ballard Power Systems Inc. The material provided by Ballard was
from a different lot.

4.2.1 Uniaxial Tension
A rule die was used to cut standard dogbone test samples from the silicone sheets with the
profile shown in Figure 4-12. The dogbone samples were tested on a Minimat 2000
materials testing machine (Rheometrics Scientific, Inc.). Figure 4-13 shows a photograph
of a uniaxial tension test sample being tested on the Minimat. A 20N load cell was used
considering the estimated force needed to strain the dogbone samples. The force
resolution of the Minimat is 0.02 N (0.1% of the maximum load). The strain rate used
was 0.004/s (crosshead speed of lmm/s). Tests were conducted at room temperature.
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Figure 4-13 Photograph of a uniaxial tension experiment setup at UBC
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Following the same procedure used in the Ballard tests, samples were loaded to a
particular strain level followed by complete unloading to zero displacement five times.
Samples were then loaded to a higher strain level. The strain levels tested were 20%, 40%,
60%, 80% and 100%. The highest strain level of 200% tested during the Ballard uniaxial
tests could not be attained using the Minimat due to the frame dimension. In total, five
samples were tested, each of which experienced the entire series of strain levels from
20% up to 100%.

For Ballard tests, a video extensometer was used to measure displacement. A similar
video extensometer

was not available for the experiments performed at U B C .

Considering the geometry of the sample is small and the testing instrumentation is also
compact, it was impractical to use a mechanical extensometer either. Instead, a Mitutoyo
caliper was used to measure the displacement at each strain level by hand. The gaugelength was marked with reference lines using a special template with 11 evenly spaced
parallel lines. The distance between each adjacent line was 2.5mm. The dogbone samples
were marked using the template before testing as shown in Figure 4-14. When the sample
was strained to a particular strain level for the fifth time, the strain was held and the
displacement between the two exterior lines was measured using the caliper. It is assumed
that the stretch in the gauge-length increased uniformly with time. Therefore, according
to the displacement measured at each strain level and the time needed to reach the
maximum strain, the correlation between the instantaneous gauge-length displacement
and time was established. Crosshead load was recorded as a function of time by the
Minimat. The correlation between instantaneous force and displacement was established
via time. The nominal stress-strain correlation was then calculated from the forcedisplacement correlation.

An example of the stable loading curves for the series of strain levels is given in Figure 415. The plotted stable stress-strain curves were shifted to the origin followed a similar
procedure to that used to shift the Ballard data. Figure 4-15 shows that the material
response changes with the maximum strain experienced, which is similar to the trend in
the Ballard uniaxial tension tests. However, the stress-strain correlations measured at
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U B C exhibit more noise compared with the Ballard data, especially at low strain levels.

Figure 4-14 M a r k e d dogbone sample for the U B C uniaxial tension tests

1 r

Nominal Strain

Figure 4-15 Stable stress-strain curves for different strain levels in the U B C uniaxial tension
tests

4.2.2 Material Constant Evaluation for UBC Experimental Measurement
4.2.2.1

Material Constant Evaluation for Uniaxial Tension

The same procedure used to fit the material constants for the Ballard uniaxial data was
used for the U B C data to derive the Mooney-Rivlin material constants, C

1 0

and C

0 1

.

Table 4-6 gives the resulting constants at the different strain levels. Similar to the Ballard
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uniaxial tension constant data, Table 4-6 shows that the material constants change with
strain level in the U B C uniaxial tension tests. The R at the 0.2 strain level was notably
2

smaller then the R s at the other strain levels. The smaller R resulted from the higher
2

2

noise ratio at 0.2 strain. Table 4-5 shows that generally speaking, C
increasing strain level while C

0 1

1 0

increased with

decreased with increasing strain level. The ratios of

strain energy components W to the total strain energy W in the uniaxial tension test are
tJ

compared in Table 4-7. For the UBC uniaxial tension tests, the strain energy component
Woi plays an important role in the Mooney-Rivlin constitutive model at low strain levels
(<60%). When strains increase above this level, Ww becomes predominant. This trend is
similar to that found in the Ballard uniaxial tension tests.

Table 4-6 Mooney-Rivlin material constants for UBC uniaxial tension tests at different strain
levels
Strain Level

C

0.2

1.45E-14

0.2661

0.8235

0.4

0.0883

0.1539

0.9592

0.6

0.1511

0.0740

0.9753

0.8

0.2037

2.41 E-16

0.9777

1

0.2078

7.31 E-16

0.9663

10

(MPa)

Coi (

M p

R

2

a)

Table 4-7 Comparison of the comparative importance of strain energy components (UBC
uniaxial tension)
Strain Level

W /W

0.2

6.18E-14

1

0.4

0.4182

0.5818

0.6

0.7368

0.2632

0.8

1

7.96E-16

1.0

1

2.20E-15

w

Once material constants were determined, the stress-strain correlation can be calculated
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using Equation 4-L Figure 4-16 shows a comparison between the measured and
calculated stress-strain correlations. For the U B C uniaxial tension tests, the MooneyRivlin constitutive model evaluations also give an acceptable representation of the
measured data at low and medium strain levels (<100%).
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Figure 4-16 Comparison of measured stress - strain correlations and calculations with the
Mooney-Rivlin constitutive model for U B C uniaxial tension tests at different strain levels

When Figures 4-8 and 4-16 are compared, at the same strain level, the measured stress of
the U B C uniaxial tests was much higher than that of the Ballard tests. The difference
between Ballard and U B C measurements is demonstrated in Figure 4-17 for 1.0 strain
level. Although the materials came from different lots, this large variation in behaviours
was unexpected. The difference may be partially due to the different testing conditions.
Unfortunately, the detailed testing conditions for the Ballard tests were not available, thus
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could not be repeated exactly at U B C . However, it is known that the Ballard tests were
conducted with a low strain rate at room temperature. The U B C tests were also conducted
with very low strain rate (0.0047s) at room temperature. There may be other sources of
errors, including machine calibration and displacement measurement with/without a
video extensometer. However, none of these reasons should be sufficient to account for
the large difference between the Ballard and U B C uniaxial tension test data. The
conclusion drawn was that the properties of the silicone change significantly from lot to
lot.
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Figure 4-17 Comparison of U B C and Ballard measurements for uniaxial tension at 1.0
maximum strain

4.2.2.2 Material Constant Estimation for Equibiaxial Tension and Planar Tension
Based on the difference in the uniaxial test data between the materials tested at U B C and
Ballard, it is expected that this difference will extend to the equibiaxial and planar tension
behaviours. Unfortunately, the equibiaxial and planar tension tests could not be
completed at U B C . Considering the Ballard and U B C uniaxial tension stress data at the
same strain level showed similar trends but different magnitudes, an attempt was made to
develop a conversion factor to scale the Ballard uniaxial data to match the U B C data at
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the same strain level. The scale factor, a, was calculated as the following.
fu,mC ~ fu,Ballard

E q 4-5

a

The equation for the Mooney-Rivlin constitutive model applied to the Ballard uniaxial
data is:
fu,Ballard ~ ^(1 ~

Ay )(\jC

]QU

BaUard

+C

Qlu

n )

Ba

Eq 4-6

ard

Substituting this equation into Equation 4-5 gives:
Jy,UBC

JU,Ballard

=

a

where f

UiBatlard

~ ^(^(1

—

%u )(.AyC

wu

Eq 4-7

+ C()l,t/,fla//ard ))

Ballard

is the nominal stress provided by Ballard, f

UJJBC

measured at U B C , and C

W U B a l l a r d

and C

MUJ3allard

is the nominal stress

are material constants evaluated for the

Ballard uniaxial tension data.

The nominal stress - strain data measured at U B C was used with Equation 4-7 to derive
the scale factor a for each strain level. Table 4-8 shows the resulting values for a. Table 48 shows that the scale factor changes with strain level but not significantly. This
technique demonstrates that it is feasible to scale the Ballard data using a simple global
scale factor to reach the magnitude of the U B C data for all strain levels in the uniaxial
tests. The average of the scale factors for the different strain levels was considered as the
global scale factor. The measured U B C data and the scaled Ballard data using the global
scale factor are compared in Figure 4-18. After scaling, the measured Ballard uniaxial
data agrees with the U B C data.
Table 4-8 Scale factor for Ballard - UBC uniaxial tension data conversion at different strain
levels
Strain level

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

Average

a

1.7352

1.7164

1.7664

1.8132

1.8586

1.7780

0.82349

0.95896

0.97434

0.97175

0.96459

n/a

R

2
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Figure 4-18 Comparison of measured U B C data and the scaled Ballard data using the global
scale factor in uniaxial tension tests

In the absence of data to the contrary, it was assumed the global scale factor evaluated
with uniaxial tension data was applicable for equibiaxial and planar tension data
conversions. Thus, the following equation can be written for the equibiaxial tension data:
/B.UBC

=

fB.Ballard

a

E

1

4

-

8

Using the Mooney-Rivlin constitutive model evaluated for the Ballard uniaxial data gives:
/B,Ballard

X

^(^B

~ ^B

XQfJ.fl,Ballard

+

^B^0\,B,Ballard)

E q 4-9

With substitution, the nominal equibiaxial stress expected for the material tested at U B C
is given by the equation:
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)(P\0,B, Ballard

fB,UBC~ fB,BaUardl Q(A'B
Ka

a

= 2 ( A - A ~ )((aC

)

5

B

WBBallard

= 2(/l — Ag )(C,Q g

mBBallard

+ AgC g

g

where

+ A (aC
2

0X

+

^B^Ol.B, Ballard))

))

Eq 4-10

)

UBC

f

B

Axei

^ the nominal equibiaxial stress measured by Ballard, f ,uBc
B

estimated nominal stress for the silicone tested at U B C , C ,

0B i B a l l a r d

and C

C

0 1 B U B C

are the

0UBJiallard

material constants evaluated for the Ballard equibiaxial tension data, and C

^ the

1 0 M U B C

and

are equibiaxial material constants estimated for the silicone tested at U B C .

Equation 4-10 established an approach to estimate the Mooney-Rivlin equibiaxial tension
material constants for the silicone tested at U B C , i.e., C
QI,B

UBC

=

material
(C

10

+C

0 ]

a

= aC

10 B t B a U a r ( l

and

Following a similar procedure, the Mooney-Rivlin planar tension

Qi,B,Baiiard •

constants

for the

)

w

s m c

1 0B U B C

silicone

= a(C + C )
0i

tested

at

U B C were

estimated

using

(subscript S refers to planar tension). The estimated

SJjallarJ

equibiaxial and planar tension constants are shown in Tables 4-9 and 4-10.

Table 4-9 Estimated Mooney-Rivlin equibiaxial tension material constants at different strain
levels for silicone tested at UBC
Strain level

C

0.1

0.2744

1.04E-15

0.2

0.2608

1.17E-15

0.4

0.2418

1.78E-18

0.6

0.2071

0.0168

0.8

0.1752

0.0294

1.0

0.1724

0.0312

I 0

(MPa)

Co, (MPa)
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Table 4-10 Estimated Mooney-Rivlin planar tension material constants at different strain levels
for silicone tested at U B C

Strain level

C + C , (MPa)

0.2

0.2343

0.4

0.2070

0.6

0.1992

0.8

0.1931

1.0

0.1909

2.0

0.1987

1 0

0

Though the material constants for equibiaxial and planar tensions estimated from the
Ballard constants with the global scale factor are approximate, they provided a reference
point for the unavailable experiments.

Material constants evaluated (or estimated) for different testing conditions are compared
in Figure 4-19 for the silicone tested at U B C .
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Figure 4-19 Material constants evaluated or estimated for different testing conditions for the
silicone tested at U B C
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4.3

SUMMARY

In order to characterize the material behaviour, Ballard Power Systems Inc. provided
experimental data of a set of characterization tests for a silicone elastomer (Lot A),
including uniaxial tension, equibiaxial tension and planar tension tests. Employing the
Mooney-Rivlin constitutive model, material constants were developed for the different
deformation modes and different strain levels individually. The material constants were
calculated through least-square curve fitting using Origin. For all three deformation
modes, the calculated material responses based on the Mooney-Rivlin constitutive model
indicates a reasonable representation of the measured data at low or medium strain
(<100%). However, large deviations occur at the highest strain level tested (200%). The
material constants obtained for the three different loading modes show dependencies on
testing conditions, including deformation modes and loading history.

Uniaxial tension tests were conducted at U B C with dogbone samples cut from silicone
sheets (Lot B) provided by Ballard Power Systems Inc. The Mooney-Rivlin constants
evaluated using the measured data showed a trend similar to that exhibited by the Ballard
uniaxial tension samples. However, the data measured at U B C and Ballard differed in
magnitude. It was assumed that the properties of the silicone changed significantly from
lot to lot. Equibiaxial and planar tension tests could not be conducted at U B C . Therefore,
a procedure was established to estimate the equibiaxial and planar material constants for
the new silicone sheets from the Ballard data to provide a reference characterization for
these unavailable experiments.
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5

EXPERIMENTAL

MEASUREMENTS

During the three standard mechanical characterization tests for elastomeric materials, the
deformation within the gauge-length of the sample is uniform, i.e. the strain magnitude
and deformation mode do not change with location. Moreover, the three principal strain
components

have simple correlations with each other. However, for most real

components under operational loading, the deformation is not as simple. Non-uniform
and multiaxial strain states are expected. In order to investigate non-uniform and
multiaxial strain, two types of samples, a tapered dogbone sample and a cross sample,
were designed for experimental measurements. As demonstrated in the following sections,
the deformation of the tapered dogbone sample is non-uniform, while the deformation of
the cross sample is non-uniform and multiaxial.

In this work, samples were cut from the silicone sheets (Lot B) provided by Ballard
Power Systems Inc. for these experimental measurements. Mechanical tests were
conducted with tapered dogbone samples (in uniaxial tension) and cross samples (in
biaxial tension). Both tests were conducted with a low strain rate and the material
response obtained was considered to be equilibrium response.

5.7

UNIAXIAL TENSION TEST FOR TAPERED DOG-BONE

SAMPLE

5.1.1 Testing Method
A tapered dogbone sample was designed based on the regular straight dogbone sample
used for uniaxial tension tests. In these samples the gauge-length width was tapered to
produce non-uniform strain conditions. Based on the sample geometry, the expected
reaction force and available instrumentation, these samples were tested on the Minimat
2000 (Rheometrics Scientific Inc.) A rule die was used to cut the tapered dogbone
samples from the silicone sheets with the geometry shown in Figure 5-1.
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Figure 5-1 Geometry of tapered dogbone sample in U B C uniaxial tension test (unit: m m , Sample
thickness=l .Omm)

The testing setup (including load cell, strain rate and testing temperature) for the tapered
dogbone samples were the same as those described for the straight dogbone samples in
Chapter 4. The testing procedure was similar, except for the addition of one step: when
the maximum strain was reached at each strain level on the fifth cycle, the crosshead
position was held for lOOsec. During this period, the forces were recorded. The average
measured force during this hold was considered the reaction force at the maximum strain
for the strain level. This additional step was added to provide more accurate measurement
of the reaction force at each strain maximum by giving enough data to calculate an
average force. After measuring the force for each strain level, samples were unloaded to
zero displacement and then loaded to a higher strain level. The displacements applied in
the gauge length were 2.5mm, 5.0mm, 7.5mm, 10.0mm, 12.5mm and 15.0mm. In total,
five samples were tested.

Similar to the procedure used for the straight dogbone samples, a caliper was used to
measure the displacement. The same template described in Chapter 4 was used to mark
the tapered dogbone samples with lines at known distances. A marked tapered dogbone
sample is shown in Figure 5-2. The shaded areas shown in Figure 5-1 were used for
gripping. When the sample was strained to a particular strain level for the fifth time, the
strain was held and the displacement between the different reference lines was measured
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using a caliper. Figure 5-3 shows the locations of reference lines and indicates the
distances that were measured (the original distances are marked in the parentheses in
mm). Pictures of the deformed samples were also taken for further analysis of the strain
profile.

Figure 5-2 Marked tapered dogbone sample for UBC uniaxial tension tests

gi

I5I

X

a

g2 (ffl
g3 (15)
(20)
g5 (25)

stdg (50)

Figure 5-3 Locations of reference lines from where the distances were measured in uniaxial
tension of tapered dogbone sample

5.1.2 Experim ental Results
The

measured

force-time

oscillations. The force -

(or

force-displacement)

curve

exhibited

considerable

time profile measured for one sample when a 2.5mm
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displacement was applied to the gauge length is given in Figure 5-4 as an example.
Considering the noise shown in Figure 5-4, measuring the force at a specific time was
unreliable and does not give accurate information about the instantaneous force. To
evaluate the maximum force at each strain level, an average force was calculated from the
data measured during the 100s hold. The measured average reaction forces at different
displacements are shown in Figure 5-5. The displacements plotted on X-axis were
measured across "stdg" as marked in Figure 5-3. The data measured from the five tested
samples shows the force-displacement correlation consistently.

unloading

2

0.2

o

LL.

0

180

-0.2

Time (sec)

Figure 5-4 Force-time profile for a 2.5mm gauge-length displacement in uniaxial tension of
tapered dogbone sample
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dogbone sample

In addition to forces, the distances between the different reference lines were measured
within the gauge-length area (referring to Figure 5-3). These distance measurements are
shown in Figure 5-6. Figure 5-7 shows an example of a deformed sample when a 15mm
displacement was applied to the gauge-length area. Figure 5-7 shows that the initially
evenly distributed lines in the gauge-length area are no longer equidistant. The interval in
the center area is larger than the interval in the outer area. These distances shown in
Figure 5-6 increase linearly with the increment of the stdg displacement approximately.
However, the incremental rates (reflected by the slopes of different straight lines) are
different.
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Figure 5-6 Measured distances between different reference lines throughout the deformed
tapered dogbone sample

Figure 5-7 Photograph of deformed tapered dogbone sample in uniaxial tension with a 15mm
displacement applied to the gauge-length area (marked as g5 in Figure 5-3)

5.2

BIAXIAL TENSION TEST FOR CROSS SAMPLE

5.2.1 Testing Method
A rule die was provided by Ballard for cutting cross samples from the silicone sheets with
the geometry shown in Figure 5-8.
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7

/

X

Figure

5-8 Geometry of cross

A

sample

/A

in U B C biaxial tension

test (unit:

m m , Sample

thickness=l .Omm)

The cross samples were designed with four tabs, which made it possible to load these
samples biaxially. By applying different loads to the two perpendicular directions, a
multiaxial strain, which is none of the three standard strain types, was expected.
Unfortunately, robust facilities were not available to perform this biaxial loading. Instead,
a custom grip was designed to pre-load samples in one direction before they were loaded
in another direction. Considering the sample geometry, the expected reaction forces and
available instrumentation, the cross samples were tested using a MTS loadframe(MTS
Systems Corporation) with an Instron controller (Instron Corporation) available at U B C .
A 5000N load cell and a crosshead speed was 2mm/s were used. Testing temperature was
about 20-23 °C. The testing temperature was slightly higher compared with that during the
other U B C tests.

The cross samples were loaded in two directions using a special grip designed to pre-load
the sample in the x-direction and the MTS testing machine to load in the y-direction. The
grip was formed with two different halves (the geometry of the grip is given as the
appendix). Four bolts linked two grip sections together to form the pre-loading grip. By
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adjusting the positions of the four bolts, the distance between the two grip sections could
be set to different values, i.e. different displacements in the x-direction. A n assembly
drawing of grips, sample, and bolts is shown in Figure 5-9. After preloading with the
grips, the cross samples were tested on the MTS machine to apply a load in the ydirection. Figure 5-10 shows a photograph of a biaxial tension test setup on the testing
machine. The shaded areas shown in Figure 5-8 were used for gripping.
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Figure 5-9 Assembly of the pre-loading grips and the cross sample before testing by the testing
machine (unit: inch)
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Figure 5-10 Photograph of the biaxial tension experiment setup at UBC
In order to quantitively demonstrate the deformation without video or contact
extensometers, the cross samples were marked with reference lines before testing. The
line pattern marked on the cross samples formed a reference "web" as shown in Figure 511. The original distance between each adjacent line was 5mm.

,y 2
x2

x3

,y3

0

6

Y

\

y8
y9
y 10

Figure 5-11 Marked cross sample in biaxial tension
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The cross samples were initially pre-conditioned on the MTS machine in the x-direction.
Although the strain in the loading direction was not uniform, the average strain was
defined by normalizing the length change of the gauge-length by its original length for
further reference.. The displacements measured between points xl and x6 in the xdirection were 6mm, 12mm and 18mm. The corresponding pre-conditioning strains were
20%, 40%o and 60%. After the pre-condition procedure, the samples were placed in the
crosswise grips, whose positions were adjusted according to the pre-conditioning strain.
After pre-loading, the samples were loaded in the y-direction by the MTS machine. The
test procedure for loading the cross samples in the y-direction was similar to that of
loading the tapered dogbone samples. The cross samples were loaded to a particular
strain level followed by a complete unloading to zero displacement five times. At the
maximum displacement for each strain level on the fifth cycle, the crosshead position was
held for 50s.

The average measured force was calculated as the reaction force at the

maximum displacement for each strain level. The displacements measured between
points y l and ylO, as marked in Figure 5-11, were 10 mm, 20mm, 30mm, and 40mm.
The average strain was calculated using the applied displacement and the original gaugelength in the y-direction. The corresponding strains were 20%, 40%), 60%o and 80%. A
total of three samples were tested in this manner.

One drawback of the testing method was that the crosswise grips blocked access to the
sample during test. Thus it was difficult to use a caliper to measure the deformation in the
samples. Only the distance between yl and ylO (referring to Figure 5-12) could be
reliable measured by a caliper. For the other locations, deformations were calculated from
pictures. A scientific image processing software, Quartz PCI 4.0 (Quartz Imaging
Corporation), was used to measure distance from picture.

5.2.2 Experimental Results
Details of the cross sample tests are summarized in Table 5-1. It should be noted that not
all desired strain levels in y-direction were completed in these experiments because some
samples failed before completing the fifth loading cycle at 40mm displacement in the ydirection. These samples were failed near the MTS machine grips. The grips used in this
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test were not designed for use in testing elastomers. The main drawback was that the
friction between the gripped area and the sample surface was not high enough.
Additionally, the crosswise grips blocked access to the sample, which made the gripped
areas in the y-direction very small. In order to prevent the sample from slipping out of the
grip, a high clamping force was applied to the sample via the grips. The sharp edge of the
grip created small cuts in the sample. After several loading-unloading cycles, the small
cuts resulted in sample failure. Figure 5-12 shows an example of sample failure in
progress. Figure 5-12 also demonstrates another drawback of this testing method: no
support of the crosswise grips could be provided during testing, therefore the weight of
the crosswise grips must be considered.
Table 5-1 Summary of accomplished tests in biaxial tension of cross sample
(a) x displacement =6mm(20% strain)
Y Disp. (mm)
10 (20% strain)
20 (40% strain)
30 (60% strain)

Sample
CI
V
V
broken during the
5th loading

C2

C3

V
V

V
V

V

V

broken during the
3rd unloading

broken during the
4th unloading

Sample
CI

C2

C3

20 (40% strain)

V
V

V
V

V
V

30 (60% strain)

V

40 (80% strain)
(b) x displacement =12mm (40% strain)
Y Disp. (mm)
10 (20% strain)

40 (80% strain)

broken during the
2nd unloading

broken during the
1st unloading

V
broken during the
1 st loading

(c) x displacement =18mm (60% strain)
Y Disp. (mm)
10 (20% strain)'
20 (40% strain) .
30 (60% strain)
40 (80% strain)

Sample
CI

C2

C3

V
V
V

V
V
V

V
V
V

V

V

broken during the
3rd loading
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Figure 5-12 Sample failure in progress in biaxial tension tests

The measured reaction forces for different displacements are shown in Figure 5-13. The
displacements plotted on X-axis were measured between points y l and ylO as marked in
Figure 5-11.
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Figure 5-13 Measured reaction force - displacement results for biaxial tension of cross sample
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Figure 5-14 shows a photograph of the deformed cross sample. The initially identical
squares are skewed. The squares at different location are deformed to different shapes,
which demonstrates that the deformation is non-uniform and multiaxial. Distances
between the reference lines within the gauge-length area were measured from digital
pictures (referring to Figure 5-11). The results of these measurements are shown in Figure
5-15.

The name of each series shown in the legend indicates the starting and ending

points of the distance measured. For example, "0-2" means the distance was measured
between "0" and "y2" (referring to Figure 5-11). The distances shown in Figure 5-15
increase approximately linearly with the increment of the displacement in the y-direction.
However, the incremental rates (reflected by the slopes of different straight lines) were
different.

Figure 5-14 Photograph of a deformed cross sample in biaxial tension
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Figure 5-15 Measured distances across different reference points throughout the deformed cross
samples

5.3

SUMMARY

The tapered dogbone samples and cross samples were cut from silicone sheets provide by
Ballard using rule dies. They were designed to exhibit non-uniform and multiaxial
deformations. The tapered dogbone samples were tested on the Minimat, while the cross
samples were tested on the testing machine using a specially designed grip to apply the
crosswise displacement. After obtaining stable behaviours, the force-displacement
correlations and sample deformations were measured during both experiments. The
measured results will be compared with numerical results and more details will be
discussed in Chapter 7.
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6

MODEL

DEVELOPMENT

Similar to the constitutive material properties of an elastomeric material, the evolution of
stress and strain is nonlinear in mechanical analysis for a component, i.e. the relationship
between the applied loads and the deformation response is not constant. Strain
dependence of the constitutive material behaviour is the major source of this nonlinearity.
The finite element method (FEM) provides a convenient procedure to mathematically
model the mechanical behaviour of an elastomeric material. The finite element method is
a computer-aided engineering technique for obtaining approximate numerical solutions to
boundary value problems which predict the response of physical systems subjected to
external loads. It is based on the principle of virtual work . A domain of interest is
37

discretized into an assembly of finite elements. Approximating functions based on nodal
values of the physical field variable are sought and used to describe the variation within
an element. In a mechanical analysis, the unknowns are the nodal degrees of freedom,
such as displacements, rotations. In F E M , piece-wise approximation of physical fields in
the elements provides good precision even with simple approximating functions.
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A B A Q U S , was employed as a solution platform for the current investigation. A B A Q U S
was chosen because it provides highly developed non-linear solution capabilities and a
well-documented method for extending the program's capabilities via user written
subroutines.

Two techniques, a non-uniform strain technique and a strain partitioning technique, were
proposed to extend the capability of the standard Mooney-Rivlin constitutive model. The
non-uniform strain technique is needed to characterize the non-uniform strain within the
deformed sample, while the strain partitioning technique is used to characterize the
multiaxial strains within the deformed sample. Together, these techniques provide a
useful tool to describe constitutive behaviour of elastomeric materials during nonuniform and multiaxial deformation conditions. Taking the Mooney-Rivlin constitutive
model with the special techniques as an input, a mathematical mechanical model was
developed to predict the stress development in an elastomer component as it is deformed.
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6.1

GENERAL

MECHANICAL

MODEL

FORMULATION

In an F E M mechanical analysis, the solution variables, stored as a vector at the nodes, are
the components of displacement and rotation. Prescribed forces are defined as loads and
prescribed displacements are defined as boundary conditions. In order to calculate the
evolution of stress and strain, it is necessary to satisfy the differential equations of
equilibrium based on a force balance on an elemental volume and to satisfy the
conditions of compatibility based on the displacement field at every point within the body.

A B A Q U S uses a modified Newton solution method to solve the nonlinear equilibrium
equations and ensure overall equilibrium of the solution . The modified Newton method
28

is an incremental solution algorithm that employs a series of piecewise linear F E M
approximation to approach a solution. An acceptable solution is obtained when the
change in incremental solutions becomes small relative to some tolerance. The reader is
referred to the text by Zienkiewicz and Taylor for a complete explanation and discussion
of the issues relating to the finite element solution procedure . A detailed description of
the application of the F E M to mechanical analysis will not be presented because the
algorithm was not developed during the course of this research project.

In order to predict mechanical behaviours of an elastomeric material, A B A Q U S provides
a specific

material module, called hyperelastic constitutive

material model. The

constitutive model describing basic material behaviour is used as an input of a
mechanical model to calculate the deformation within the geometry by satisfying
prescribed forces and boundary conditions. The constitutive models available in
A B A Q U S for nearly incompressible elastomeric materials are all based on strain energy
functions. A user can choose one of the available standard strain energy functions. The
material constants in the chosen strain energy function are determined by direct input or
regression analysis using experimental data. Although the constitutive material behaviour
changes with loading variables, the standard constitutive models available in A B A Q U S
do not provide a means to alter the material constants during an analysis. When a
standard hyperelastic material constitutive model is employed, the strain energy is
calculated at each integration point during each time increment using the pre-defined
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material constants. Beyond providing the standard constitutive models, A B A Q U S allows
users to design user-subroutine to calculate the strain energy function according to any
form. In this manner, the user-subroutine option provides the possibility to improve the
constitutive model accuracy by modifying strain energy functions or the way they are
applied. As discussed in the following sections, two techniques were developed to extend
the capability of the standard Mooney-Rivlin constitutive model.

In order to simplify description, when the standard Mooney-Rivlin constitutive model is
combined with the two proposed techniques, it is referred to as the modified MooneyRivlin constitutive model. However, no new form of strain energy function is proposed.
The modified Mooney-Rivlin constitutive model means applying the standard MooneyRivlin model in a unique way.

6.2 NON-UNIFORM STRAIN TECHNIQUE
A B A Q U S provides the standard Mooney-Rivlin hyperelastic constitutive material model
as a built-in material model. In order to use this constitutive model, material constants or
experimental data for one or more particular deformation modes must be provided as an
input before an analysis. When material constants, evaluated for a certain strain level, are
used incorrectly, large errors may occur. Figure 6-1 gives an example of the error which
may be introduced by using inappropriate material constants, where the calculated (taking
Equation 4-1) and measured stress-strain curves for a strain of 1.0 from the Ballard
uniaxial tension tests are compared. The calculated curves are based on the MooneyRivlin constitutive model with material constants evaluated at strains of 0.2 and 1.0. The
calculated stress-strain curve taking the material constants at the strain of 0.2 shows a
large deviation from the measured stress-strain curve.
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Figure 6-1 Comparison of the measured and the calculated stress-strain

curves in Ballard

uniaxial tension tests

The three standard characterization tests (uniaxial, equibiaxial, and planar tensions) are
designed to produce uniform strain within the gauge-length of a sample. For these tests
uniform material constants can be used with minimum difficulty. However, in nonidealized cases, such as exist in complex geometry or for non-uniform loading, strain
distribution may result. As discussed in Chapter 5, Figure 5-7 shows the deformation of
the tapered dogbone sample is a simple example exhibiting a non-uniform strain
distribution.

Since the material constants in the standard Mooney-Rivlin constitutive model are
independent

of the strain levels experienced

during an analysis,

it gives good

representation only when the strain is uniform within the deformed body. Furthermore,
since the appropriate material constants must be selected prior to a run, the strain level
must be determined before numerical simulation. Predetermination of the strain level is
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not realistic for most components under operational loading. Using the tapered dogbone
sample as an example, when a particular displacement was applied to the gripped ends, it
is difficult to predict the strain level before numerical simulation or experiment. In order
to deal with this problem, the material constants should be determined locally according
to the local strain level. This method is being called the non-uniform strain technique.

An A B A Q U S user-subroutine was developed to apply the non-uniform technique with
the standard Mooney-Rivlin constitutive model. By determining the local strain level at
each integration point at each time step and selecting the appropriate material constants,
the need to determine the strain levels and specify the constants in advance is avoided. To
apply the non-uniform strain technique, a set of standard material constants evaluated for
a range of strains is interpolated locally based on the strain level at each material
integration point within the computation domain. If the local strain level is s , the series
of strain levels performed in the standard material characterization tests in a particular
deformation mode is s (i=l..N, N is the number of tested strain levels), and C , and
t

1 0

C j are the Mooney-Rivlin material constants evaluated at the strain level of s , then the
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6.3 STRAIN PARTITIONING TECHNIQUE
In addition to the maximum strain levels experienced, an elastomeric material's response
varies with deformation mode. When material constants evaluated at a particular
deformation mode are used incorrectly, large errors may result. As demonstrated in Figure
6-2, the measured equibiaxial material response is different than the calculated response
(using Equation 4-3) for material constants evaluated for uniaxial tension (Ballard tests at
0.8 strain).
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Nominal strain

Figure

6-2 Comparison

of measured and calculated stress-strain curves in the B a l l a r d

equibiaxial tension tests

The standard Mooney-Rivlin constitutive model built in A B A Q U S does not vary the
material constants according to the deformation mode during an analysis. In order to
define the appropriate material constants, the deformation mode must first be determined.
For components with simple geometry under simple loading, the deformation mode falls
into one of the three standard deformation modes. However, it is often difficult to tell the
deformation mode for a complex geometry and/or for complicated operational loading
conditions. In these cases, the strain state may not fall completely into one of the three
standard types. The deformation of the cross sample, shown in Figure 5-14, is an example
of the complex deformation modes which can evolve.

An arbitrary deformation can be represented by the principal stretches. As material
behaviour changes with deformation mode, it is desirable to evaluate the material
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behaviour in an arbitrary deformation according to the material behaviours in the
standard deformations. The idea of breaking an arbitrary deformation into components
showing the effects of the three standard deformations comes up, which is called the
strain partitioning technique. Applying this technique, a general deformation represented
by three principal stretches is partitioned into stretch components, each of which
corresponds to one of the three basic deformation modes. Since the strain energy is
additive, it is possible to calculate the total strain energy from the partitioned strain
energies. If the general deformation is one of the standard types, the partitioned results
should reflect only this type of deformation. Otherwise, the partitioned results should
reflect a combination of different deformations.

In order to partition an arbitrary deformation represented by principal nominal stretches
(X\, A.2, X3, where A, > A > A ) , into the form of three standard deformation stretches, the
2

3

component stretch directions are defined as shown in Figure 6-3.
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Figure 6-3 Stretch component directions (the subscript U refers to uniaxial tension, B refers to
equibiaxial tension and S refers to planar tension)

If the component stretch directions are defined as shown in Figure 6-3, the following
equations can be written

^ I + ^-IHO^-IHC^-I)

Eq 6-2

/l =l + (l/VA

Eq 6-3

2

A =l + (l/JA
3

u

y

-1) + ( A - 1 )
B

- !) + (!/A/

-1) + (1/A -1)
5
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A ,A
V

and A represent the amount of each standard deformation. With the help of

B

s

Maple (Maplesoft Co.), the analytical solutions of Equations 6-2 - 6-4 can be found.
According to the analytical solutions given by Maple, in the form of a symbolic
expression in terms of A , A , A , an algorithm was developed to find the individual
l

2

3

standard stretches, A , A and A .
v

B

s

Assuming additivity of the strain energy, once (A , A , A ) is partitioned, the strain energy
{

2

3

W of the arbitrary deformation mode can be calculated according to the following
expression.

W = W +W +W
U

B

Eq 6-5

S

The strain energy components of the partitioned deformations can be calculated taking
material constants evaluated for standard tests. For the three basic loading modes, Wu, W ,
B

and Ws can be calculated according to the following equation:
W =. C
x

IOiJr

(I

hX

- 3) + C

0lx

(I

2iX

- 3)

Eq 6-6

where

X=U, B, S
"^2 I Ay I y =AU +2 Ay
2

I\U

2

h,B = ^
2

B

+-—,I

2Ji

X

B

=— - +A
1

A

B

B

A

s

C

10 x

and C

mx

are the material constants for the three standard tests.

6.3.1 Multiple Partitioned Results
The set of nonlinear equations, Equations 6-2 - 6-4, must be solved to determine the
partitioned stretches. For certain conditions, solving these equations results in multiple
solutions. In order to apply the strain partitioning technique correctly, the most reasonable
solution must be determined. A set of rules have been developed to choose the solution:
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(1) Only real number solutions are considered. Complex number solutions are ignored.
(2) Solutions with tensile partitioned stretches (Ax>l, X=U, B, and S) are preferred: the
solution with the maximum number of tensile partitioned stretches will be chosen. This
rule reflects that only tensile tests have been conducted for standard deformation modes.
Compressive components may introduce error.
(3) The solution with the largest uniaxial tension component is favoured: if two solutions
have the identical number of tensile partitioned stretches, the solution with the larger Au
will be chosen. This reflects that the measured data for uniaxial tension is generally more
accurate compared with that for equibiaxial tension and planar tension.

6.3.2 Equivalent Deformation Modes
Only standard tensile tests have been conducted to characterize the material behaviour.
The material constants for compressive deformations are not available. However, in some
cases having a compressive component of the partitioned deformation cannot be avoided.
For compressive strains, equivalent tensile deformation modes have been defined as
shown in Figure 6-6.

Figure 6-6 shows the compressive deformation modes and the equivalent tensile
deformation cases. If compressive components are found in partitioned stretch results, the
equivalent tensile deformations are sought. Following this conversion, the partitioned
strain energy component is evaluated according to the material constants for the strain
level at the equivalent deformation.

Xu

I

X

B

(a) Uniaxial compression, A =
B
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Figure 6-4 Equivalent deformation modes

6.3.3 Example Application of Strain Partitioning Technique
Take ( A,, X , A )=(4, 0.5, 0.5) as an example to show how the strain partitioning
2

3

technique works. These stretches represent a special case: the three components
corresponding to uniaxial tension test. Solving Equations 6-4 - 6-6, the following
solutions are obtained:
{

. 1318418017+. 1013282567*1,

K

X

B

=-.8218718290+.7891731157*1,

X =6.690030027-.8905013724*I},
s

{

X

=. 1318418017-. 10132 82567*1,

v

=-.8218718290-.789173115 7*1,

X =6.690030027+.8905013724*I},
s

{X = 2.160342598, X =.8196401365, X =3.020017265},
u

B

(A = 4., X = L,
B

s

X =l.}
s
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Considering the rules set up for multiple partitioned results, the first two solutions are
ignored according to Rule 1 and the third solution is ignored according to Rule 2. Only
one valid solution remains, which is ( A y , X , A ) = (4, 1, 1). This solution indicates that
B

S

there is only uniaxial tension in the partitioned result as expected. This simple case
demonstrates the capability of the partitioning algorithm.

For stretch tensors, where the three components A / , A and A3 have simple correlations
2

with each other as in one specific standard test, uniaxial tension for example, the strain
partitioning algorithm always give partitioned component stretches as A\j>l and

XB=AS-1,

which corresponds to the pure uniaxial tension state. Given the pure biaxial or planar
tension deformations as an input, the partitioned results will demonstrate the state of
biaxial tension or planar tension accordingly.

If the strain partitioning technique is used in a case experiencing strain distribution, the
non-uniform strain technique and the strain partitioning technique are combined together:
first the local strains are retrieved at each integration point at each time step and then
partitioned into varying amounts of the standard deformation. C
Equation 6-6

w x

and C

0lx

in

are determined by interpolation according to the partitioned strain

components. The procedure adopted to calculate material constants according to local
strain levels is similar to that described in Section 6.2 for the non-uniform strain
technique.

Based on the above analysis, a user subroutine was written for A B A Q U S to apply the
strain partitioning technique to the standard Mooney-Rivlin constitutive model. The
implementation

of the strain partitioning technique

in a user-subroutine

actually

incorporates the non-uniform strain technique. The strain partitioning user subroutine is
capable of solving the partitioned strain and calculating the total strain energy based on
the partitioned results for both uniform and non-uniform deformations.
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6.4

SUMMARY

Two techniques, a non-uniform strain technique and a strain partitioning technique, were
developed. The non-uniform strain technique is capable of handling strain distribution
and the strain partitioning technique is capable of handling multiaxial strain.

With the help of user-subroutine, the Mooney-Rivlin constitutive model can be used
together with the two techniques as an input in a mechanical model for an elastomer
component deformation analysis. The non-uniform strain user-subroutine provides a
constitutive model by applying the standard Mooney-Rivlin strain energy function with
the non-uniform strain technique. The strain partitioning user-subroutine provides a
constitutive model by applying the standard Mooney-Rivlin strain energy function with
both the non-uniform strain and strain partitioning techniques.

Using a modified constitutive model as an input, a mechanical model is expected to
demonstrate

a more realistic representation

deformation case.
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7

MODEL

APPLICATION

AND

VALIDATION

Two techniques were developed to predict the elastomeric material behaviour in nonuniform and multiaxial deformations in Chapter 6. Constitutive model was established by
applying Mooney-Rivlin strain energy function with these techniques. The application of
the proposed constitutive model in a mechanical model of the tapered dogbone sample
and cross sample is now discussed. A description of the element meshes, initial and
boundary conditions, and the results of the analysis will be presented. To validate these
techniques, the calculated deformation and reaction forces are compared with those
experimentally measured.

7.1

TENSILE TEST OF A TAPERED DOGBONE

SAMPLE

As previously discussed, the tapered dogbone sample was chosen as the test piece for
validation of the non-uniform strain technique. Considering the shape of the tapered
dogbone samples, the dominant deformation mode within the loaded sample was
assumed to be uniaxial tension with non-uniform magnitudes at different locations.
Applying the non-uniform strain technique, the material constants employed in the
simulation were altered according to the local strain levels in an effort to make the
modified Mooney-Rivlin constitutive model more accurate than the standard one in this
non-uniform strain case.

7.1.1

Mesh

Applying planes of symmetry across the three orthogonal centerlines (X-Y, Y-Z and X - Z
planes), the geometry of the tapered dogbone sample was approximated with the l/8

th

section shown in Figure 7-1. The geometry was discretized into first-order 8-noded brick
elements (the element type is C3D8H in ABAQUS) using A B A Q U S / C A E with an
element length of 0.5mm. The resulting mesh for the sample contained 624 nodes and
255 elements.
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Y

Figure 7-1 Tapered dogbone sample simplified to a l/8 section and meshed with 8-node brick
th

elements

7.1.2 Initial and Boundary Conditions
The tapered dogbone sample was assumed to be strain-free at the beginning of the
analysis. Boundary conditions restricting displacement were applied to the nodes on the
orthogonal planes bisecting the sample to simulate the symmetry present within the
sample.

A single step displacement was applied in A B A Q U S to the gripped section of the sample
to simulate the applied uniaxial load. On the gripped end, the displacement in the
direction normal to the plane ramped to 10mm, corresponding to a 20mm displacement
applied across the gauge-length, "stdg" (referring to Figure 5-3).

7.1.3 Predictions and Comparisons to Measured Data
The modified Mooney-Rivlin constitutive model with the non-uniform strain technique
described in Chapter 6 was employed to simulate the uniaxial tension experienced by the
tapered dogbone sample tested at U B C . The non-uniform strain technique allowed the
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constitutive material behavior to evolve with the maximum strain experienced. In this
case, the deformation mode was predominantly uniaxial tension everywhere..

The predicted deformation within the sample employing the non-uniform strain technique
is shown in Figure 7-2 as contours of nominal principal strain. As expected, the
maximum principal nominal strain varies from 1.009 to 5.0* 10~ . The predicted deformed
2

sample shape and a picture taken during the deformation experiments are compared in
Figure 7-3. The predicted and measured sample profiles are similar, which gives a
qualitative validation of the non-uniform strain technique.

Max. Nominal
Principal Strain

Figure 7-2 Predicted strain distribution employing the non-uniform strain technique within the
deformed tapered dogbone sample
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Figure 7-3 Comparison of the predicted deformed tapered dogbone sample profile and the
picture
As described in Chapter 5, the lengths of different sections were measured during the
experiments to give a quantitative representation of the sample deformation (referring to
Figure 5-3). The predicted lengths of the same sections were output from A B A Q U S and
are plotted in Figure 7-4 with the measurements. Figure 7-4 shows that the predictions
agree with the measurements. The measured distances increased with the displacement
across stdg, but the increasing gradients (corresponding to the slope of each curve) are
different.
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Figure 7-4 Comparison of the measured deformation and the predicted deformation employing
the modified Mooney-Rivlin constitutive model with the non-uniform strain technique for the
tapered dogbone sample
The primary advantage of the modified Mooney-Rivlin constitutive model with the nonuniform strain technique is to avoid having to determine the strain level before
performing an analysis. This capability makes this technique more flexible than the
standard technique and allows a more accurate representation of cases with non-uniform
strain distributions as compared with the standard Mooney-Rivlin constitutive model. As
discussed in Section 6.2, the inappropriate use of material constants may result in errors.
The predicted strain contour shown in Figure 7-2 demonstrates the variation of local
strain (1.009 to 5.0* 10" ). The bounding uniaxial tensile test data is for strain levels of 1.0
2

and 0.2. Employing the standard Mooney-Rivlin constitutive model with the material
constants evaluated at 1.0 and 0.2 strain levels, the predicted deformations are displayed
in Figure 7-5. The predictions for these two cases show that employing the standard
Mooney-Rivlin constitutive model with the material constants evaluated at 0.2 strain
results in larger deviations from the experimental data. The predictions employing the
material constants evaluated at 1.0 strain were similar to those made using the nonuniform strain technique.
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By employing the standard Mooney-Rivlin constitutive model with the material constants
evaluated at 0.2 strain level in the numerical analysis, the model is actually employing
material constants evaluated at a lower strain levels to represent material response at a
higher strain level. Though applying the material constants evaluated at higher strain
levels to lower strain levels will introduce error, generally the error is not as large. The
reason for the smaller error is that the material constants evaluated at higher strain levels
use a larger range of data in regression analysis. Though the material response at higher
strain levels is different from that at lower strain levels, generally speaking, this
difference is smaller than that incurred by employing invalidated material constants
evaluated at a lower strain level to a high strain level. Comparing the predictions of
different constitutive models, the standard Mooney-Rivlin constitutive model with the
material constants evaluated at 0.2 strain level gives the poorest result, while the
Mooney-Rivlin constitutive model modified with the non-uniform strain technique gives
the best result.
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Figure 7-5 Comparison of the measured deformation and the predicted deformation employing
the standard and modified Mooney-Rivlin constitutive models for the tapered dogbone sample
Employing the non-uniform strain technique, the predicted reaction force at each strain
level is plotted in Figure 7-6 with the measured data. The predicted forces agree with the
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measured forces, which provides further validation of the capability of the non-uniform
strain technique. Predictions employing the standard Mooney-Rivlin constitutive model
with the material constants evaluated at 0.2 and 1.0 strains respectively are also plotted in
Figure 7-6. Comparing the predictions with different constitutive models, the standard
Mooney-Rivlin constitutive model with the material constants evaluated at 0.2 strain
level gives the poorest result, while the Mooney-Rivlin constitutive model modified with
the non-uniform strain technique gives the best result. The prediction with material
constants evaluated at 1.0 strain shows a poorer performance at low strains compared
with the prediction employing the non-uniform strain technique, though they give similar
results in deformation prediction. The reason for the different prediction qualities is
similar to the previous discussion on predicted deformations.

Figure 7-6 Comparison of the measured reaction force and the predicted reaction force
employing the standard and modified Mooney-Rivlin constitutive model for the tapered dogbone
sample
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7.2 BIAXIAL TEST OF A CROSS SAMPLE
7.2.1 Mesh
Applying planes of symmetry (X-Y and Y-Z planes), the geometry of the cross sample
was approximated with the l/4

th

section shown in Figure 7-7. The geometry was

discretized into first-order 8-noded brick elements (the element type is C3D8H in
ABAQUS) using A B A Q U S / C A E with an element length of 1mm. The resulting mesh for
the sample contained 1332 nodes and 600 elements.

Figure 7-7 Cross sample simplified to a 1/4 section and meshed with 8-node brick elements
1
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7.2.2 Initial and Boundary Conditions
The cross sample was assumed to be strain-free at the beginning of the analysis.
Boundary conditions restricting displacement were applied to the nodes on the orthogonal
planes bisecting the sample to simulate the symmetry present within the sample.

An A B A Q U S mechanical model with three loading steps was created to simulate the
biaxial loading of the cross sample. During the first step, displacements were applied to
the right end (the gripped end along the x-direction) to particular values, i.e. 3mm, 6mm
and 9mm, corresponding to the displacements of 6mm, 12mm and 18mm applied to the
gauge-length in the x-direction. These displacements simulate the crosswise deformation
applied by the crosswise grip. During the second step, the weight of the crosswise grip
J

was applied. The weight of the grip was applied as a negative concentrated force in the ydirection on the center point of the right end. The y-displacements of all nodes on the
right end were constrained to be the same in order to simulate the position constraint
induced by the crosswise grip. During the first two steps the positions of the top and
bottom ends were fixed at their initial location to maintain the initial length in the ydirection. During the third step, a ramped displacement was applied to the top gripped
end in the y-direction to 40mm. The displacement in the y-direction of the bottom
gripped end was constrained to simulate the conditions in the testing machine.

7.2.3 Predictions and Comparisons to Measured Data
The modified Mooney-Rivlin constitutive model using the strain partitioning technique
described in Chapter 6 was employed to simulate the biaxial tension experienced by the
cross samples tested at U B C . The strain distribution within the deformed sample and
predicted reaction forces will be presented and compared with the measured data.

For the cross sample, different displacements were applied along the crosswise direction
(the x-direction as shown in Figure 7-7). Only the predictions for a 6mm x-displacement
are discussed in this section as the predictions for 12mm and 18mm x-displacements
showed similar results.
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Employing the strain partitioning technique, the predicted maximum nominal principal
strain contours are plotted on the deformed mesh in Figure 7-8. As shown in Figure 7-8,
not only are the magnitudes of deformation different at different locations, but the
deformation modes are also different as the elements within the sample were deformed to
different shapes. The final deformed mesh showing the deformed sample profile is
compared to a picture taken during the experiments in Figure 7-9. The predicted and
measured sample profiles match each other giving a qualitative validation of the strain
partitioning technique.

Max. Nominal
Principal Strain
2.4
1.3
0.2

Figure 7-8 Predicted strain distribution within the deformed cross sample employing the strain
partitioning technique (x-displacement=6mm, y-displacement=30mm)
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•

-

Figure 7-9 Comparison of the predicted deformed cross sample profile and the picture (xdisplacement=6mm, y-displacement=30mm)
As described in Chapter 5, the lengths of the different sections along the y-direction were
measured during the experiments to give a quantitative representation of the sample
deformation (referring to Figure 5-11). The predicted lengths for a 6mm x-displacement
are plotted in Figure 7-10 with the measured lengths. Figure 7-10 shows that the
predicted data agree with the measured data.
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Figure 7-10 Comparison of the measured deformation and the predicted deformation employing
the modified Mooney-Rivlin constitutive model with the strain partitioning technique for the
cross sample

By determining the deformation mode locally, the strain partitioning technique provides a
solution capable of describing multiaxial strain within a deformed sample. The
implementation of the strain partitioning technique actually incorporates the non-uniform
strain technique, so the strain partitioning technique characterizes not only the different
deformation modes, but also the different strain magnitudes at each location. Compared
with the non-uniform strain technique, the strain partitioning technique is more advanced
in solving non-uniform and multiaxial problems. Employing the non-uniform strain
technique without considering the deformation mode may result in error.

Incorrectly employing the non-uniform Mooney-Rivlin material constants in the
prediction of the cross sample is demonstrated in Figure 7-11. Based on the experimental
setup of the cross sample, it could be assumed that the deformation within the cross
sample would be similar to equibiaxial tension. However, the predicted deformation
response with the non-uniform equibiaxial material constants shows a large deviation
from the experimental data as shown in Figure 7-11. The prediction with the strain
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partitioning technique gives a better representation of the experimental data. For a sample
with complex geometry or in complex deformation, it is difficult to predict the
deformation mode before an analysis. Actually, the predominant deformation mode
within the deformed cross sample is uniaxial tension in the y-gauge-length area. More
discussions will be presented in the next section.
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Figure 7-11 Comparison of the measured deformation and the predicted deformation employing
the different modified Mooney-Rivlin constitutive models for the cross sample
Employing the strain partitioning technique, the predicted reaction forces are plotted in
Figure 7-12 with the measured data. It should be noted that at the zero y-displacement,
the reaction force is not zero for two important reasons. First, the weight of the grip
results in a reaction force in the y-direction. Second, applying a displacement in the
crosswise direction (the x-direction) results in a contraction in the loading direction (the
y-direction). The contraction in the y-direction contributes to the initial load as the
positions of the top and bottom grips were fixed. As displayed in Figure 7-12, the
predicted forces agree with the measured forces at all three strain levels, which validates
the accuracy of the strain partitioning technique. The predictions employing the strain
partitioning technique are also compared with the predictions employing the non-uniform
equibiaxial constants in Figure 7-12. The non-uniform equibiaxial predictions deviate
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from the experimental data. By characterizing the non-idealized multiaxial deformation
mode as well as the non-uniform strain distribution, the predictions with the strain
partitioning technique give a better representation of the experimental data. Employing
the modified Mooney-Rivlin constitutive model with the strain partitioning technique, the
need to pre-determine the strain level and deformation mode before an analysis is run can
be avoided. This provides the potential for a more accurate and realistic prediction of a
complex component deformation under operational loading conditions.
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Figure 7-12 Comparison of the measured reaction force and the predicted reaction force
employing the different modified Mooney-Rivlin constitutive models for the cross sample

7.2.4 Discussion of Cross Sample Results
7.2.4.1

Effect of Crosswise Displacement

Applying different displacements in the crosswise direction (the x-direction) resulted in
different contractions in the loading direction (the y-direction). As the gripped ends in the
y-direction were held, displacements in the x-direction introduced initial loads in the ydirection. As larger displacements were applied in the crosswise direction, higher initial
reaction forces were experienced in the loading direction. Figure 7-13 displays the
measured and predicted reaction forces for different x-displacements. The predicted
reaction forces show the effect of the crosswise displacement, i.e. at the same y-
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displacement, the predicted reaction force for an 18mm x-displacement is the highest.

The difference between the measured reaction forces for the different x-displacements is
more difficult to discern considering the scattered data distribution. Four possible reasons
for the scatter in the measured data are:
(1) Scatter is partially caused by the slipping of the sample in the grip. As the amount of
the slippage was difficult to characterize, it was difficult to ensure the same ydisplacement in each loading case.
(2) The actual y-displacement of each section was measured with a caliper as described in
Chapter 5. The reference lines were drawn on the cross samples by hand, which may
introduce error.
(3) Samples began to failure near the grips during the testing as described in Chapter 5.
The progressive failure of the samples affected the measured force.
(4) The ratio of measured force to maximum rated load of the load cell was low. Thus, the
resolution in the force data may not be sufficient to show subtle differences. Additionally,
at these low loads machine noise from the hydraulic systems affects the measured forces.
Considering these issues, the overall comparison between the predicted and measured
data is reasonable.
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Figure 7-13 Comparison of the measured reaction forces and the predicted reaction forces
employing the strain partitioning technique for different x-displacements for the cross sample
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7.2.4.2

Effect of Crosswise Grip

The biaxial tension tests were designed to produce a non-standard deformation. There
were two features necessary to accomplish this goal: first, the gauge-length in each
direction was designed to be the same; second, the applied loads in the two perpendicular
directions were varied to simulate a wide variety of deformation modes. The gaugelengths in the different directions affect the deformation mode. For example, if the gaugelength in the primary loading direction (y-direction) is much longer than that in the
crosswise direction (x-direction), the crosswise load will have limited impact on the
reaction force in the loading direction. In this case, the predominant deformation mode in
the gauge-length area in the y-direction will be uniaxial tension. Thus, the gauge-lengths
in the loading direction and the crosswise direction were designed to be identical to
eliminate this shape effect.

The magnitude of load also affects the predominant deformation mode. If the load in the
y-direction is much higher than that in the crosswise direction, the predominant
deformation mode in the gauge-length area in the y-direction will be uniaxial tension.
The desired cross sample has the geometry shown in Figure 7-14. The shaded areas were
proposed for gripping the sample. Assuming the desired sample is deformed in a testing
machine designed for biaxial loading (i.e. the custom crosswise grip used in this study is
not needed to apply the crosswise load), the reaction forces for this loading condition,
shown in Figure 7-15, have been predicted using the different constitutive models. As
demonstrated in Figure 7-15, when the x-displacement (6mm) and the y-displacement are
similar (y-displacement^ 20mm), the predictions using the strain partitioning technique
are different from the predictions employing the non-uniform strain technique with
material constants evaluated for the standard deformation modes. This difference
indicates that there is no dominant deformation mode within the sample although it is
near to uniaxial. In contrast, if the y-displacement is much larger than the x-displacement,
the dominant deformation mode in the gauge-length area in the y-direction becomes
uniaxial tension. This shift is reflected in the predicted reaction forces where the strain
partitioning technique result is very close to that predicted with uniaxial constants when
the y-displacement exceeds 20mm.
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Figure 7-15 Comparison of the predicted reaction forces employing the modified Mooney-Rivlin
constitutive models with the non-uniform strain and the strain partitioning techniques
individually for the cross sample (x-displacement=6mm)
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It should be noted that even when the x-displacement is equal to the y-displacement
(6mm), the deformation mode within the sample is not equibiaxial tension

as

demonstrated in Figure 7-16. As shown in Figure 7-16, approximately the mesh within
the square center area deforms equibiaxially while deformation of the mesh near the
constrained gripped ends and within the boundary area of the center and the tab is
complicated and can not be represented by one of the standard types. For a complex
geometry like the cross sample, the deformation mode is difficult to predict even if the
loading condition is simple.
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Figure 7-16 Predicted strain distribution within the deformed desirable cross sample (xdisplacement=6mm, y-displacement=6mm)

In the absence of an appropriate testing facility to load samples in two perpendicular
directions, the biaxial tension tests for this investigation were accomplished with the
purpose-built crosswise grip. Unfortunately, the deformation conditions deviated from the
desired biaxial test. First, no support was available to balance the weight of the grip.
Second, the bolts in the grip assembly blocked access to the cross sample, which reduced
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the available area to grip the sample in the loading direction. With a smaller grip area, a
higher clamping force had to be applied to prevent the sample from slipping. The
increased clamp force was responsible for sample failure (referring to Chapter 5).

The grip weight was considered as a load. The addition of the grip weight could be
considered advantageous since it acts to complicate the loading condition. However,
under this complex loading condition, it is difficult to predict the deformation mode
within the cross sample, further supporting the need for the use of a strain partitioning
technique.

The comparison of the measured and predicted reaction forces for the real cross sample is
shown in Figure 7-17. Figure 7-17 demonstrates the prediction with the strain partitioning
technique is almost identical to the prediction with non-uniform uniaxial constants, i.e.
uniaxial tension mode is predominant within the y-gauge-length area as the crosswise
grip affects the deformation mode.
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Figure 7-17 Comparison of the predicted reaction forces employing the modified Mooney-Rivlin
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7.3

SUMMARY

The two techniques formulated in Chapter 6 were used to predict the evolution of
displacements and reaction forces in the tapered dogbone and cross samples. Prior to
presenting the results, the geometry, initial and boundary conditions employed for each
case were summarized.

The tapered dog-bone sample was used to validate the non-uniform strain technique. The
deformation mode within the deformed sample was predominantly uniaxial tension with
non-uniform strain magnitudes at different locations. The modified Mooney-Rivlin
constitutive model with the non-uniform strain technique characterizes the non-uniform
strain distribution by taking the local strain level as a parameter to select the material
constants. Employing the non-uniform strain technique, the predicted displacements and
forces agreed with the measured data, which validates the accuracy and applicability of
this technique.

The cross sample was used to produce non-uniform strain and multiaxial deformation
conditions in one sample. The strain partitioning technique was used to predict this
behaviour. The modified Mooney-Rivlin constitutive model with the strain partitioning
technique characterizes the non-uniform and multiaxial stain distribution by retrieving the
local strains, partitioning the multiaxial strains into varying amount of the three standard
types and selecting the material constants according to the partitioned results. Employing
the strain partitioning technique, the predicted displacements and forces agreed with the
measured data, which validates the accuracy and applicability of the strain partitioning
technique.
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8

SUMMARY

AND

CONCLUSIONS

This research project has focused on developing mathematical constitutive models
capable of predicting the stable mechanical response of elastomeric materials in nonuniform and/or multiaxial deformation at low or medium strain

(<100%). When these

models are incorporated in a mechanical model as an input, they improve its accuracy and
adaptability in non-uniform and/or multiaxial deformations. These constitutive models
will aid in understanding the stable response of elastomeric materials used for seals in
fuel cells by developing an improved understanding of the deformation response to help
in predicting seal integrity and improve the overall reliability of P E M fuel cell systems.

In order to generate the data necessary for constitutive model characterization, a series of
tests were performed on a candidate seal material, silicone elastomer. Experimental data
of a complete series of characterization tests, including uniaxial tension, equibiaxial
tension, and planar tension, was provided by Ballard Power Systems Inc. for the silicone
elastomer. The experimental data showed that the material response changes with
maximum strain and deformation mode. The experimental data was used to fit the
standard Mooney-Rivlin strain energy function for each deformation mode and strain
level tested. For each individual strain level and deformation mode, the resulting material
constants are unique.

Additional uniaxial tension tests were conducted for a different batch of silicone at U B C .
The uniaxial response of the material from the two different lots behaved differently. A
similar difference in behaviour was expected for equibiaxial and planar tension tests.
Unfortunately, without appropriate facilities, equibiaxial tension and planar tension could
not be performed at U B C . The material behaviours in equibiaxial and planar tensions for
the new silicone were estimated by scaling the data of the old silicone with appropriate
factors based on the variation of the uniaxial responses.

The constitutive material behaviour, which is a part of the input of the mechanical model,
is defined in terms of a strain energy function. Constitutive models incorporating the
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maximum strain experienced and deformation mode were derived by modifying the
standard Mooney-Rivlin strain energy function with two techniques, a non-uniform strain
and a strain partitioning technique. In the non-uniform strain technique, the local strain
energy is determined according to the local maximum strain level experienced during an
analysis. This alleviates the need of determining the maximum strain before an analysis
in order to select the appropriate set of material constants. Compared to the predictions
using the standard Mooney-Rivlin strain energy function, the predictions using the nonuniform strain technique were expected

to give better results for a component

experiencing non-uniform strain conditions. In the strain partitioning technique, the strain
energy for multiaxial deformation conditions is determined by partitioning the arbitrary
multiaxial strain into varying amounts of three standard deformations. This eliminates the
need of determining the deformation mode before an analysis. Together, these techniques
were expected to provide more realistic deformation predictions for elastomeric materials
experiencing non-uniform and multiaxial deformation.

Two mechanical tests were designed to provide the data necessary to validate the nonuniform strain and strain partitioning techniques. The first test, a tapered dogbone sample,
exhibited varying amounts of uniaxial tensile deformation within the gauge-length area
when stretched. Model predictions using the non-uniform strain technique showed
improved results over predictions using the standard Mooney-Rivlin strain energy
function for this sample. The second test, on a cross sample, included loading in two
perpendicular directions with different amounts of displacements. These deformation
conditions resulted in a complicated strain state in the sample: both strain level and
deformation mode changed with locations. Model predictions using the strain partitioning
technique showed more accurate results in this sample compared with predictions using
the standard Mooney-Rivlin strain energy function. Without robust facilities to perform
biaxial loading, the cross sample test was run in a testing machine with uniaxial loading
capability and a crosswise grip was used to provide an additional load in the crosswise
direction. The purpose-built crosswise grip affected the sample deformation mode and
resulted in a predominantly uniaxial deformation mode. However, this unanticipated
complication in the loading condition supports the need for the strain partitioning
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technique as it clearly shows that the deformation mode need not be determined prior to
an analysis.

In the two tests, mechanical model predictions using the proposed constitutive models fit
the experimental results. Compared with the predictions using the standard MooneyRivlin strain energy function, the predictions using the modified Mooney-Rivlin strain
energy functions provide more accurate results for elastomeric materials experiencing
non-uniform

and multiaxial deformation. These constitutive

models

will aid in

understanding the stable response of seal materials used in the Ballard fuel cells.

8.1 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
The material constants of the new silicone for equibiaxial and planar tensions, tested in
uniaxial tension at U B C , were estimated from the material constants of the silicone tested
by Ballard. Equibiaxial and planar characterization tests should be conducted to validate
this estimation. Further more, tests for samples with complex geometries should be
performed in order to provide further validation of the accuracy and adaptability of the
strain partitioning technique. Failure tests are also desirable for providing information for
seal failure analysis.

The modified strain energy function developed during this investigation only considers
the maximum strain level experienced and deformation mode. To complete the
description of equilibrium behaviour, it is important to consider the effect of temperature.
In order to use the current mechanical model, material characterization tests have to be
conducted at the same temperature as experienced by the real component. If the
operational temperature changes, characterisation tests must be redone. A constitutive
model incorporating temperature as a parameter will help to reduce the characterization
tests needed and provide a more accurate prediction for components experiencing
temperature gradient.

In order to develop a mechanical model with the capability to predict material response
under arbitrary loading condition, time has to be incorporated as a parameter. The stress-
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strain behavior of elastomeric materials is strongly dependent on time. The time
dependence results in numerous experimentally observed phenomenon including ratedependence, stress relaxation, and hysteresis during cyclic loading. Few constitutive
models are time-dependent and they all have complex forms. It is desirable to establish a
time-dependent constitutive model with a simple form, so it can be incorporated into
commercial finite element analysis software. A time-dependent constitutive model will
greatly extend the range of model adaptability.
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Figure A-l A half of crosswise grip with smooth holes (unit: inch)
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Figure A-2 A half of crosswise grip with threaded holes (unit: inch)
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